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This documentation is .preparedfor the Goddard Modeling and Simulation
 
Program (and 'others with some familiarity with general circulation modeling)
 
to provide a detailed description of a ground hydrology parameterization that
 
can be used in the Atmospheric General Circulation Model (GCM). The prepa­
ration of this documentation is part of an ongoing program involving
 
hydrologists with atmospheric modelers to develop realistic interaction
 
between the ground hydrology and the atmospheric components in the GCM.
 
In 1973 the GISS-GCM was documented by Tsang and Karn (TK). In this version
 
the ground wetness is kept constant according to the particular monthly
 
climatic surface relative humidity values for the globe. The gtound wetness 
parameterizattons were subsequently revised by GISS modelers to account for 
the effects of a variable ground wetness on the atmosphere. However, we
 
have found a serious lack of information about how the parameterizations
 
were developed. Our documentation is based primarily on the ground wet­
ness and related sections of the computer coding (Subroutine COMP35).
 
This documentation is not intended to be self-contained. The reader
 
should refer to TK for further details.
 
We have developed an off-line testing program for diagnostic and
 
sensitivity studies of the ground wetness and ground temperature parame­
terization. As a result, some revisions and refinements of the Ground
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A. Symbols and Notations
 









The ground hydrology portion of the Goddard GCM models the moisture
 
transport processes related to the earth's surface that were considered to
 
be important to the GCM. The evaporative,'sensible and ground heat fluxes
 
that are calculated in- the ground hydrology are the principal terrestrial 
output parameters for the GCM. The principal input parameters to the GHM 
from the GCM are precipitation, either in the form of rain or snow, and net 
solar radiation. In the hydrologic cycle the net change in ground cell 
moisture levels and surface water storage are generally small for long-term
 
averages; then precipitation, evaporation and runoff are the major components
 
of the moisture balance in the GHM. 
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In this documentation all of the above moisture transfer processes are
 
considered. In addition, the effects of. ground wetness on the ground
 
temperature, the surface specific humidity and the surface temperature will
 
be treated separately. The discussion focuses on understanding the computa­
tional aspects of the GHM and how they affect the flux estimates. This
 
documentation does not attempt to develop an extensive derivation or
 
statement of assumptions for the parameterizations at this time. Although
 
an attempt has been made to fully understand the current GHM parameteriza­
tions we must point out that the presently available supporting documentation 
for this report was not completely adequate; therefore we made inferences
 
from the GHM computer code.
 
Contrary to the traditional hydrology model which is based on the 
approach of drainage basin system, the development of the GHM parameteriza­
tions are designed to capture, in a gross manner, the vertical fluxes for a. 
terrestrial cell 4 degrees latitude by 5 degrees longitude. This type of
 
approach or modeling for hydrologic processes like evapotranspiration, 
runoff, infiltration, etc. is difficult because of the large size of the
 
cell (which requires arbitrary lumping of hydrologic parameters) and the 
arbitrary divisions of the latitude and longitude slices that generally
 
cut through drainage basins. The fundamental moisture coupling concept is
 
based on the storage capacity of the soil moisture near the surface to 
satisfy and therefore regulate the actual evaporative demand. The actual
 
evapotranspiration depends on the characteristics of the ground surface,
 
soil moisture level and the potential atmospheric evaporative demand.
 
The computer programs and the flow chart for the GHM are described in
 
Sec. III. An off-line ground hydrology model (OLM), devised for diagnostic 
and sensitivity studies, is discussed in Sec. IV.- Some results from numerical 
experiments are also presented in Sec. IV. The computer program description 
and flow chart for the OLM can be found in.Sec. V. Listings of both -programs 
for the GHM and OLM are in Appendix B with symbols and notations described 






The present ground hydrology parameterizations are developed for
 
a ground layer of uniform thickness throughout the globe for each cell
 
following essentially the approach outlined in Arakawa (1972). The funda­
mental ground moisture concept is based on the availability of moisture
 
in soil to satisfy the evaporative demand of the atmosphere either from
 
bare soil surface or from vegetation canopies.- The equation of moisture con­
servation is given'by
 
pPS h P - E - R - s (-l-la) 
where w' is the ground wetness in [fraction of saturation],
 
PW is the density of water in [g cm-3],
 
S is the porosity of soil,
 
h is the depth of the ground layer in [cm],
 
P is precipitation in [g cm-2 s-1],
 
-
H5 is evapotranspiration from the ground surface in [g cm 2 s-],
 
R is "runout" of water from the cell in [g c 2 s-],
 
(This is not the conventional hydrologic definition of runoff (Sec 2.1) Runout))
 
and Ssi is the surface storage of snow or ice in [cm].,
 
There are two additional conditions governing the ground wetness:
 
(i) '0 < w' < 1 (2-1-1b) 
(ii-) w' = I , Ssi > 0 (2-1r1c) 
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Certain critical remarks concerning the fundamental concerc of the
 
parameterization are necessary at this point. The present formulation
 
of the GHM incorporates the following basic hydrologic assumptions:
 
1. 	surface water storage other than snow and ice is negligible;
 
2. 	the presence or absence of a ground water table is ambiguous;
 
3. 	ground water storage or storage in the aerated zone below
 
the bulk layer is neglected;
 
4. 	horizontal moisture fluxes between adjacent ground cells ­
surface runoff, flow in the unsaturated zone, groundwater 
flow, deep vertical percolation, etc. - can be either lumped or 
calculated by a term Ro in (2-1-1a), and 
5. 	the hydrology of individual ground cells are independent of
 
each other, i.e. mass continuity of the horizontal moisture
 
fluxes is not preserved between adjacent cells.
 
Another major concern of the parameterizations for the GCM is how 
the actual evapotranspiration, Es, in (2-1-1a) can be estimated, because 
U also affects the ground temperature and the sensible heat flux 
(see 	Sec. 2.2 and 2.3) in addition to the moisture flux balance.
 
Ground Wetness and Soil Parameters
 
The ground wetness in the present parameterization is'not clearly 
defined, causing a certain amount of confusion. Inferences had to be made 
from the specific values assigned to the soil parameters. The depth of 
the ground layer is not explicitly specified; instead, a maximum amount 
of water, wMOr WGO, available for actual evapotranspiration is pre­
scribed for two types of soil layer: WGM = 66.4 g for a "composite soil" 
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and WGM = 4.0 g for a "sandy soil." In addition, an impervious surface 
is identified by a "ROCK" factor. In reference to UCLA's model [Arakawa,
 
1972], an amount of 10 g available for actual evapotranspiration
 
was used. Therefore, it appears that WCM in this model is closer to the
 
saturation moisture content than the UCLA's maximum available amount. If
 
we interpret the WGM as the saturation moisture content, then the ground
 
wetness, w' (WET), in this model is defined by volumetric moisture content
 
as a fraction of saturation. We have adopted this definition throughout
 
this documentation. Thus, wm = pwSh in (2-1-1a). For the "composite soil," 
wm = 66.4 g which is equivalent to specifying S = 0.52 andh = 1.28 m. 
However, the maximum available moisture of 10 g in UCLA's model has been used
 
as the range over which the actual evapotranspiration is scaled from the 
potential evaporation by a coefficient S. S is defined as the ratio of 
actual evapotranspiration to potential evaporation. For the "composite 
soil," the lower limit of this range is set in the neighborhood of the
 
permanent wilting percentage, PWP (USM) at a ground wetness, w', of 0.1,
 
while the upper limit has a value of 0.25 which is near field capacity, FC.
 
The available amount of moisture for actual evapotranspiration (0 < 0 < 1)
 
is then ASM = 0.15 x 66.4 = 10 g (=FC-PWP) [Salter and Williams, 1965]. The
 
parameterization for evapotranspiration will be discussed later.
 
For the "sandy soil", ASM = 0.065944 g and USM = 0.024278 g, which are 
consistent with the field capacity and permanent wilting percentage for a
 
sandy loam [Salter'and William, 1965]. The value of wm = 4.0 g is not 
consistent with the parameterization outlined in the preceding paragraph..
 
However, if 4.0 g.is intended as the maximum available amount of moisture
 
for a desert region, then the layer thickness should be adjusted according
 
.to the porosity of the "sandy soil."
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Another important aspect of ground wetness in the model concerns-the
 
transformation of the initial values of "ground wetness" from the climate data
 
of Schutz and Gates (1972). The ground wetness is first derived from the
 




GW = 0< GW< 1 (2-1-2)
85
 
where rs is the surface relative humidity and GW is the initial "ground wetness"
 
input matrix in the'GCM. We cannot find the basis for this transformation.
 
This "ground wetness" is coded as WAT, which is used only for computing the
 
surface relative humidity and the criterion temperature (Tk, p. 132).
 
For the ground hydrology, another transformation is carried out according to
 
WET = 0.5*(0.3*GW + 0.4) (2-1-3)
 
which reduces the initial "ground wetness" from the range of (0,1) to
 
(0.2, 0.35). Schutz and Gates' surface relative humidity may be considered
 
as a long-term climatic average value which is proportional to the corres­
ponding quantity near or on'the ground surface. It is well known that-in
 
moist soil the relative humidity in the soil remains high even if the soil
 
moisture content reaches field capacity [Child, 1969]. This implies that the
 
atmospheric relative humidity near the ground becomes less than unity only
 
when the ground wetness falls below the field capacity. Thus, it is reason­
able to scale the range of the surface relative humidity data of Schutz and
 
Gates for the ground wetness between the field capacity and the permanent
 
wilting percentage. Since the ground wetness in -this model is considered 
.as depth averaged value, the ground wetness on the ground surface could 
"become less than the permanent wilting percentage during an extended drying 
cycle. Therefore, the range of the ground wetness scale should be somewhat 
larger than the interval between the field capacity and the permanent wilting 
-6­
percentage to realistically accomplish the transformation. The upper limit
 
at 	WET = 0.35 is not unreasonable, but the lower limit at WET = 0.20 should 




the precipitation is the primary moisture input in this GHM in the
 
form of rain or snow. The contribution of rain to the ground wetness is
 
by means of the surface infiltration. There is no surface retention of rain
 
water allowed"in,the model. The surface runoff'and seepage are'lumped
 
together as the "ruhout." Snow is first accumulated on the ground surface
 
as 	a form of surface storage. Whether it .will contribute to ground wet­
ness depends on the ground temperature above or below the freezing tempera­
ture. Therefore, the melting of snow will affect both the ground wetness
 
and the ground temperature.
 
Evapotranspiration 
The actual evapotranspiration in the GEM is scaled from the potential
 
evaporation by means of a scaling factor, a. The potential evaporation, Ep
 
(PREVAP) in [mm/hr], is given by
 
Ep 	= P C Ws(q*- qS) (2-1-4) 
-
where pa is the density of air in [gcm 3],
 
CD is the drag 'coefficient,
 
Ws 	 is -the surface wind speed in (ms- 1), 




q*g is the ground saturation specific humidity-.
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The ground saturation specific humidity is a function of the average 
ground temperature in'the diurnal layer. The actual evapotransporation, 
Es (AET) , is scaled down form (2-1-4)according to 
E = E .< 0 < i, (2-1-5) 
s p 
For ocean, snow and ice, = 1. For land, 8 is a function of ground 
wetness, soil characteristics, solar angle and the potential evaporation 
as the following: 
$ = (Oplant ± Ssoil ) *(l - ROCK) (2-1-6) 
where t = 1. - exp {[-O.l*VPM*exp (16.75*VPM)/PREVAP] *PLANTI ,.plant (2-1-7) 
1suil = 1. - exp[-0.01*VSM*exp (16.75*VSM)/PREVAP] , (2-1-8) 




VPM = 0.l*VSM/USM + 0.2*( VSM - USM (2-1-10)
AS ) 
It has been suggested that the parameterizations of (2-1-7) to (2-1-10)
 
are' based on Van Bavel (1966) field study. However we are not able to pin
 
down these relationships quantitatively. Therefore, a study of the range of
 
variation of the above parameters was carried out as follows. The PLANT
 
factor given as a function of solar angle, Z,
 
PLANT = min (1.0, cos(Z) (2-1-11) 
is shown in Figure 1. It is interesting to note that for the 320 N Latitude,
 
the ratio of daily maximum solar radiation at the ground between Dec. 21 and
 
June 21 is 0.4 [Koberg, 1962] while the ratio of average PLANT factor derived
 
from Fi-gure I is 0.67.* Similarly, the ratios for April 21 and August 21
 
were found to be 0.85 and 0.95, respectively. The comparison indicates that
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the PLANT factor based on the solar angle is overestimated based on Koberg. 
For specified values of Ep and PLANT, the scaling factor S given in (2-1-6) 
is plotted in Figures 2(a) and (b) for the composite and sandy soil. These 
figures indicate that 5plant dominates the actual evapotranspiration scaling 
factor. The intent-of the specified values of field capacity and permanent 
wilting percentage in relation to 8 is not evident from the coded parameteriza­
tions. In an attempt to understand the effect of field capacity and permanent 
wilting percentage values we compared 0 with the parameterization of agricultural 
crops and a soil [Monteith, 1975]. This is presented in Figure 3 which shows 
that the current parameterizations represent a revision of the UCLA values and 
do not follow conventional agricultural type variations. For BP= 0.1 mm/hr 
or approximately 1.2 mm/day if transpiration is shut off during the night, 
0 'in the current model comes closest to the linear variation of the UCLA 
scaling factor between FC and PWP explained in Arakawa [1972]. 
In summary we see that the scaling factor for the calculation of actual 
evapotranspiration is a function of solar angle, Ep, soil type and moisture 
content and that in a gross sense the family of curves presented in the examples 
of Figure 3 is consistent with the previous UCLA formulation. However, there 
exists an inconsistency for the scaling factor in relation to the field capacity 
and permanent wilting percentage. If a parameterization embodies pertinent 
soil characteristics such as field capacity and permanent wilting percentage, 
the scaling factor should approximate the simple rule: a) once ground wet­
ness has exceeded field capacity the actual evapotranspiration rate should 
approach the potential rate and b) at or below field capacity the scaling 
factor, 6, should fall below I and approach zero as the permanent wilting per­
centage is reached. The parameterization in this model does not follow this rule,
 
tending to scale down the potential rate excessively. If realistic evaporation
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fluxes from the model are to be expected the potential rate would have to
 
be significantly higher to compensate for the lower values -of the scaling fac­
tor 0. On the other hand, the value of 0 is limited by this potential rate
 
in the -exponent of (2-1-7) and (2-1-8). Therefore, it appears that the
 
actual evaporation rate is in general underestimated in this model. This
 
may. significantly affect the calculation of moisture fluxes as an input to the
 
GCM. See Section IV for further details.
 
Surface Storage of Snow and Ice
 
The surface storage in the GHM is in the form of snow, ice or mixed ice 
and water.- There is no surface storage of rain water on the ground surface 
during or after a rainfall. Thus the absence of surface storage inherently 
affects the computed values of ground wetness. The storage affects not only 
the ground wetness but also the ground temperature through transfer of 
latent heat. The thickness of snow and ice and the fraction of ice in 
mixed ice and water are updated every time step.- The surface storage in 
the ground wetness equation (2-1-1)'and the latent heat transfer term in
 
the ground temperature equation (see Sec. 2.2) are adjusted simultaneously.
 
'Again the "ROCK" factor characterizing the impervious surface is appropriately
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Runout
 
The term, "runout," in the present GHM has a special meaning which 
is different from the "runoff" conventionally used in hydrology. Runoff 
is generally considered to be the continuous gravity movement of water 
on the ground surface and in channels with a characteristic magnitude 
which should be consistent with the intensity of precipitation, infiltra­
tion and topography of the ground surface [Ward, 1975] The runout in 
this model is divided into two regimes, depending on the relative magnitude 
of the rainfall rate and the maximum surface infiltration rate.. Runout 
is defined as, in a gross sense, the sum of all outgoing moisture fluxes other 
than evapotranspiration from a ground cell. In view of the assumption of 
hydrologically isolated ground cells, the runout moisture neither enters 
the surrounding cells nor is being stored in 'alower ground layer. There­
fore, the amount of runout estimated in the model represents the portion 
of rain or melting snow which cannot contribute to the ground wetness and 
evapotranspiration. Runout consists of (a) surface runoff, (b) percolation 
and (c) any excess of moisture above the capacity of the soil layer (w'> I). 
Before calculating the runout, an infiltration rate is first calculated
 
as one half of
 





FILTF = [l.77.*EXP {-O.036*(TG - TICE)I + 0.44562] (2-1-13) 
and
 
ADINF = l.25*(2.*VET..0.2)-0.5 (2-1-14) 
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where TG and TICE are the ground and freezing temperature. FILFF is a 
temperature dependent parameter as shown in Figure 4 and ADINF is a function 
of ground wetness. Both ADINF and BBFACT as a function 'of ground wetness 
are shown in Figure 5. However, the physical implications of ADINF and 
•FILTF are not known at this time. When.the rainfall rate exceeds twice
 




RUNOFF = RAIN - .5*BBFACT in [cm/hh] '(2-1-15) 




RUNOFF =.S*(RAIN)2/BBFACT in [cm/hh] (2-1-16) 
These formulas are shown graphically in Figures 6'and 7. Again, the hydrologic
 
basis "for (2-1-15) and (2-1-16) is not known to us.
 
Given 'the ground temperature and soil moisture values one can first 
estimate the BBFACT from Figure 5. Then, for a given rain input one can 
obtain the runout by using Figure 6. Soil characteristics or vegetal cover 
effects are not considered in obtaining runout, values. What are the charac­
teristics values of runout? The followihg'numerical example will help answer' 
this question. Since typical global soil moisture contents are generally 
less than field capacity, WET = .25 should be a reasonable value for a 
field capacity or the upper limit of mean soil moisture values. Taking a 
typical ground temperature, say 200 C, one finds, from Figure 5 a value for the 













A review of the computer output from the GOd indicates that the rainfall 
rates raiely exceed 1 [cm/hh]. The above table implies that runout is 
generally a small part of rain or that the major portion of rain con­
tributes to cell moisture changes. However, a recent study indicates
 
that, on a global scale, the ratio of runoff (which is a part of runout
 
in GHM) to rainfall over the continent is 0.36 [Baumgartner, 1975].
 
Finally, runout versus soil moisture for a given temperature is plotted
 
for various rain values in Figure 7. In the model, the runout is
 
adjusted for the percentage of ROCK on the surface. The effect of a
 




In order to balance (2-1-1a) the-runout is computed according to
 
(?-1-12) through (2-1-16). Two corrections of runout from the cell are
 
made by (1)limiting the ground wetness to be less than unity as (2-1-1b)
 
and (2)percolation by reducing the ground wetness in an amount-of 5% if
 
the ground wetness exceeds half of its maximum value.
 
In summary, the runout parameterizations are a function of rain, cell
 
moisture content and temperature. This represents a change over the previous
 
UCLA model which used a linear scaling factor of the cell moisture to obtain
 
a value of runoff. From the numerical example presented above it has been
 
shown that runout is a small part of rainfall rate and hence plays a minor
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Baumgartner has- shown that runoff, which is less than runout, is not negligible;
 




The ground.temperature in the GM-has been documented in TK. As
 
the ground temperature is intrinsically coupled with the ground wetness, we
 
intend to discuss 6nly the terms in the ground temperature equation involving
 
the ground wetness. The ground temperature is given by
 
DT 
S t =,RN- Fs -,LES + Qm + Si (2-2-1) 




Mintz, 1974] in [OK],
 
-
C is the total heat capacity in [cal cm 2 deg-'],
 




'F- is the upward flux of sensible heat in fly day 1]-,
 
LES is the upward flux of latent heat in fly day-l],
 
Qm is the heating or cooling due to conduction through sea ice from
 
the ocean below in fly day-'], and
 
Si is the transfer of latent heat due to melting of ice or snow or due
 
to freezing of water in fly day-1].
 
The ground temperature equation is discretized with respect to time by an
 
implicit scheme and is updated in-the time step before updating the ground
 
wetness. The finite difference equation is given in TK without the term,
 
Si, as the following: 
Fls-t - 13+ Qm + in 
3 t [N -Fs LEs m + S]T n+l=T n + 
T Da E @Q 
- (2-2-2)g g N .s Es m n
 C + -5-T + L - T ] 
g *g g g 
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where the superscripts n+l and n indicate the time step and n3 At is the
 




In Equation (2-2-2), the terms, Fs , LEs , 5 , L 3 , Si and C, 
g £ 
involve ground wetness. The latent heat flux, LEs, or the actual evapo­
transpiration, E.has been discussed in Sec. 2.1. The sensible heat flux,
 
Fs, will-be discussed in Sec. 2.3, because both the ground temperature and
 
the surface temperature are affected by ground wetness. The total heat
 
capacity is defined as
 
-2 
C = (ELS) ' in [cal cm deg- 1] (2-2-3) 
-
where c is the specific heat capacity in fcal cm- 3deg 1],
 
-1 -
X is the termal conductivity in [cal cm s 1 deg-1] , and 
ow is the diurnal frequency in fs- 1 ]. 
The values of C are given as the following: 
for ocean -C = - (2-2-4a) 
for snow, C = 2.3 . (2-2-4b) 
for ice, C = 5.1 . (2-2-4c) 
for frost, 
1/2 
C = [(0.331 + 0.075w')(2; + 2.5w') *0.00 24x3600 (2-2-4d) 
for mixed water and ice,
 
[(0.276 + (0.11 + 0.15w')(w'- O.Swi))'(l + w' -- 0.25wi)C 
*.002 * 24*3600] /2 C2,2-4e) 
27 
where w. = th-e portion of ice in w'= (WET). 
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For soil, the original UCLA formula, (2-2-4e), with w. = 0 is replaced 
in the present model by 
C = [.3 + VSM)*(l+l0.*VSM)*0.001 * 24*36002w ]1/2 (2-2-4f)" 
wheie VSM = 2.0*WET*(ASM+USM), (2-1-9) 
ASM = available soil moisture in [% of saturation- 100],, and 
USM = unavailable soil moisture in [%.of saturation- 100]. 
The proper use of (2-2-4f) requires an appropriate definition of WET. This
 
has been discussed in Sec. 2.1. Therefore, WET in (2-2-4f) is the ground
 
wetness defined in this model despite the fact that the maximum available
 
amount of moisture used in this model is different from UCLA's value.
 
The transfer of latent heat, Si, due to melting of ice or snow or due
 
to freezing of water is-updated at each time step according to the ground
 
temperature below or above the freezing temperature.
 
2.3 Surface Conditions in the Atmosphere
 
The formulation of the atmosphere-ground hydrology interaction depends
 
on parameterizatioi.of both the planetary boundary layer (PBL) and ground
 
hydrology. In TK, the boundary layer is taken .to be the bottom half of the
 
ninth layer in the GCM and the location of the "surface," the bottom of the
 
ninth layer, with respect to the ground surface is not specified. We shall
 
follow the same approach in this documentation. The atmospheric conditions
 
that are coupled with the ground hydrology are- related to the.source terms
 
in the governing equations of the GCM (see TK, 'pp. 7-13); namely,
 
(1) the surface wind and stability conditions
 
(2) the heat flux
 
(3) the moisture flux, and
 
(4) 'the solar radiation.
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Most of the discussions in the following paragraphs can be referred 
to TK (Chapter XI, pp. 109-191). 
Surfrce Wind and Stability Conditions 
Since the lower surface of the GCM or PBL is not explicitly specified, 
we assume that the "surface" is located at the level of anemometer height,
 
say, 1 m from the ground surface. The surface wind components are extrap­
olated from the values at the n-th and n-i th layers with respect to their
 
a coordinates by 
Un - n-i 
_-s n (2-3-1) 
on an_1 rs- n 
where the subscripts n and s refer the quantities to the center of the nth
 
layer and to the "surface" and u is the x-component of wind velocity. The 
y-component of velocity, vs, is computed in a similar manner. The magnitude
 
of the surface wind velocity is then
 
Ws = (u s2 + vs2)1/2 in [ms 1 ] (2-3-2) 
Special provisions are made for computing wind speeds at the north and south
 
poles. The surface wind affects not only the surface skin friction but also
 
the moisture and heat fluxes on the ground surface. These fluxes depend 
also on the drag coefficient, C . For a neutrally stable atmosphere when 
the surfae temperature, Ts, and ground temperature, Tg, are equal, 
C= - D = min[(l.0 + 0.07 Ws2)/1000., 0.0025], for ocean (2-3-2a)D 
0 
= 0.002 + 0.006(Zs/5000), for not ocean (2-3-2b)
 





CD= CD /11-7.0(T - Ts) / Ws2] , Tg < T (2-3-.3a) 
. CD" [1,+ ,(Tg-Ts)/W_4 ] , T > T (2-3-3b)go S g-s 
These coefficients will be used in the moisture and heat flux computations.
 
Heat Flux and Surface Temperature
 
The. sensible heat flux on the ground surface is computed according to
 
TPs , Cp Pa CblWi(T - T.) in [ly day- ] (2-3-4) 
which is coupled to the heat flux in the PBL by the turbulent diffusion 
equation 
" C P K BLT(2-3-5) 
<h p a PBL 
"
where Pa is the air density in [g cm 3],
 
1
is the specific heat at constant temperature in [cal g- deg-'], and
 
K is, the vertical eddy diffusivity in fm2 s-l].
 
The horizontal convergence in the boundary layer and geopotential difference
 
between its top and bottom are neglected, then the surface temperature, Ts,
 
can be computed by equating the above two equations as described in detail
 
in TK. However, we would like to point out one computation directly involv­
aT
 
ing the-groun'dwetness for the- temperature gradient, E.L in (2-3-5).
 
The temperature gradient is given by
 
*T. (IT - T ) - (TTB - T) crit (3 
T PlL (2-3-6) 
and (TTB Ts)crit (1 - rs) (TTB ­ )d.a + rs(TTB-Ts) m.a. (2-3-7) 
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where (Az)PBL is the thickness of the PBL and the subscripts, TO, s, (d.a.)
 
and Cm.a.) refer to the top of PBL, the "surface" or the bottom of PBL, dry
 
adiabatic and moist adiabatic, respectively. The relative humidity on the
 
"surface", r , is.derived from
 
5 
2w' "r - ­
r = wt - and w' = WET (2-3-8)s 2w+ -,+ f~
n
 
where w' is-the ground wetness (see TK, p. 132). It appears that the
 
ground wetndss is treated like the relative humidity on the ground surface in
 
(2-3-8). The relation between the ground wetness and the relative humidity
 
in a soil layer has been discussed in Sec. 2.1. In order to use (2-3-8),
 
the following transformations are made:
 
MAT = 2.*(1.66667*2.*WET - 0.66667) (2-3-9a) 
for the "composite soil", and
 
WAT = 0.2*(2'.*WET - 0.26909) (2-3-9b) 
for the "sandy soil." WAT is used as w"in (2-3-8) instead of WET. In a
 
way, it is an inverse transformation of (2-1-3), which changes the ground
 




On the other hand, the surface specific humidity is computed by another
 




Tle moisture flux from the ground is equal to the actual evapotranspira­
tion given by (2-1-4) and (2-1-5). In these equations, the surface specific
 
humidity, q., is derived by equating the flux in the PBL to the flux from -the
 
surface as the followingj
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* EVACO*q + EDV*q
 
EVACO + EDV (2-3-10)
 
where q*g and qn are the saturation specific humidity at the ground surface
 
and the specific humidity at the 9 th level in,the GCM. EVACO = aCDWS, an
 
evapotranspiration coeffient in (2-1-4).and-(2-1-5). EDV = K/(AZ)pBL
 
a surface layer eddy coefficient. Physically, (2-3-10) implies a constant
 
moisture flux through the PBL similar to the assumption used in deriving
 
the surface temperature. However, in.case of supersaturation, the surface
 
temperature and specific humidity are adjusted to account for the heating
 




The radiation model in the GCM has not been documented at this time;
 
therefore, it must be referred to the forthcoming documentation. In run­
ning the GM on-line with the GCM or off-line alone, the radiation terms
 
in the ground temperature equation (2-2-1) are treated either as'the version
 
given in TK or as input quantities from the GCM output.
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The grouhd hydrology model resides in subroutine COMP35 in the
 
GCM computer program. The function of COMP35 is to evaluate the hydrology
 
related source terms in 'thegoverning equations' and their effects on the
 
atmospheric motion. It should be noted that COMP35 is different from COMP3 in
 
TK in that the ground hydrology parameterizations were later added. There
 
are 16 steps in COMP35 as in COMP3 as illustrated in the flow chart. Steps
 
,, 2, 3, 6 and 12 interact directly with the G11M. The major ground
 
hydrology parameterizations are incorporated in Steps 7 and 14. Step 7
 
deals with the coupled effects of the ground hydrology and the atmosphere
 
on the "surface" temperature and humidity as discussed in Sec. 2.3 and the
 
vparameterizations of evapotranspiration for the latent heat flux. In Step
 
14, the ground temperature is first updated according to the scheme outlined
 













Initialization of Radiation 
and Heating Parameters 
COMP3 
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Contributions of Source Terms 
at Level Nlay 
Stev8A 




























Special Moist Convection. ,COMP3
 

















Cloudiness and Large Scale Precipitation COMP3
 
Step 11 


















































aucla (EVE) HYD02980 
YHYD03010 
Soil Type Parameters 
Composite Soil and Sandy Soil 
HYD03020 
HYD03300 
= 1 (BETA2) HYD03310
 
LAND AND NOT SNOW? HYD03320 



















Density of Air HYD03960
 






Ground Conditions HYD04840 
Step 14A 
Ground Temperature HYD04850 
Latent Total Heat 
Soil Heat Parameters: Heat Capacity 
a) LAND HYD05030 HYD05040 
HYD05060 
b) SNOW HYD05080 HYD05090 
c) ICE HYD05110 HYD05120 
-d) FROST HYD05140 HYD05150 
HYD05160 






Groud Watnes HYD05780 
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MODEL RESULTS & ANALYSIS
 
IV.' 	 Off Line Model (OLT) 
Introduction
 
The OLM provides a simple and efficient way to test various hydrologic 
parameterizations without the need for extensive simulation time. The hydro­
logic parameterizations are assembled in a parallel manner in the OLM and 
given the following identification:
 
1. 	UCNI - a first revision by the University of Connecticut,
 
2. 	UCLA - the UCLA Model (Arakawa, 1972; Arakawa & Mintz, 1974), 
3. 	GISSJK - Jack Kornfield's work previously referred to as GHM, and 
discussed in this text. 
UCNI was developed because we felt that a hydrologically consistent model
 
using only simple and well-defined parameterizations was needed fbr evaluating
 
the existing GHM. UCNI represents our first step in developing a physically
 
realistic multi-layered model. Specifically, the following ideas were incor­
porated into UCNI:
 
a) 	 soil moisture is defined in fraction of saturation; 
b) cell moisture changes are calculated from (2-l-la) with respect to
 
the amount of water at saturation;
 
c) saturation moisture content is a function of given layer depth and 
porosity of soi'l type; 
d) the initial soil moisture range is linearly scaled between field 
capacity (FC) if the surface relative humidity (r s) equals 100% to permanent 
wilting point if rs equals 0; 
e) available soil moisture is the difference between FC and PWP; 
f) evaporation scaling factor, 0, varies from unity at FC to 0 near PWP, 
with plant factor (2-1-11) kept constant at unity regardless of solar angle; and 
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g) 	vegetation and soil type may change effective soil layer thickness.
 
The OLM reads an output or data tape from a previously run GCM experiment
 
with a certain known ground hydrology model. The ground hydrology parameteri­
zation generally used in GCM experiments to develop the data tape has been
 
described in TK. Recalling these parameterizations we see the following:
 
1. 8 = Min(1,2w'),
 
2.. 0 < w' < 1,
 
3. 	WGM = 10 g, and 
4.. w' = initial w' for all time = WET.
 
The data set the OLM reads every half hour from the GCM data tape is:
 
1. 	TAU, the model time in [hr];
 
2. 	PC, the surface pressure in [mb];
 
3. 	TSC, the surface temperature in [OK];
 
4. 	 SISC, surface specific humidity [g/g] for first time step the 
net radiation in [ly/day] for 2 through n time steps; 
5. 	GTC, the ground temperature in [0K];
 
6. 	GWC, the ground wetness in [% saturation 100];
 
7. 	UC, the x component of velocity in [m/sec] for levels 7, 8, 9;
 
8. VC, the y component of velocity in [m/sec] for levels 7, 8, 9;
 
.9. TC, the temperature of air in [0K] for levels 7, 8, 9 ; and
 
10. 	 SHC, the specific humidity in [g] of water vapor/[g] of air for
 
levels 7, 8, 9
 




1. GW, the ground wetness in [%saturation - 100];
 
2. TS, the surface temperature in [0K];
 
3. GT, the ground temperature in [0 K]; and 
4. AET, (formerly E6DT) the evapotranspiration flux in [cm/hh]. 
With the GCM data tape and subroutines SDET (Solar angle calculation), 
SURFWD (Surface wind calculation), and RITE (Diagnostic parameters) the OLM
 
simulates an on-line run and calculates the diagnostic variables. At the
 
end of the experiment comparisons between GW, GWC, TS, TSC, GT, GTC and AET,
 
AITC (from UCLA) were made and will be discussed in a later section.
 
The OLM-UCLAI and OLM-UCLA2 were incorporated in OLM to calculate the 
AET flux (actual evapotranspiration, missing on data tape) for the case 
of variable ground wetness (GWdK, OLM -"UCLAI) and constant ground wetness 
(GW=K, OLM - UCLA2). The recalculation of AETC was also necessary because 
of the different eddy diffusivity parameterizations used in developing the 
GCM data tape versus OLM. The TK eddy diffusivity paramterization was used 
in off-line experiments because it required a substantially smaller data set. 
In figure 4-1 a schematic is presented of the parallel hydrology param­
eterizations in the OLM. The accuracy of the OLM in simulating an on-line
 
calculation can be evaluated by comparing UCLA(GW = K) with OLM-UCLAl or OLM-

UCLA2. Close agreement between UCLA and OLM-UCLA2 was always found. In
 
particular, Table 4-1 outlines how diagnostic variable comparisons are made
 
for the different hydrologic parameterizations.
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GCM with UCLA Formulation and NCAR Eddy Diffusivity (EDNS) 
2 day run 
I 
GCM Data Tape 
oFINE MODEL.NS Stable: TK 
OFFLINE MODEL ED Unstable': NCARJ 
Reads and utilizes Reads and utilizes 
TS, GT, GW for all data sets. 
first two time for all time steps 
steps only (LOG8: (LOG8: true)
 
false) 
UCNI UCLA (GW=K) - OLM-
OLM-UCLAI (GW $ K) UCLA2 (GW = K) 
OLM-UCLA-2 (GW K) OLM-UCLAI (GW A K) 
GISSJK 
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UCLA: GCM Data Tape (LOGB:T) 
Values w/GW Constant R R R C 
R: 
C: 
Model reads data tape variable every time step 




It should be noted that the surface and ground temperature are calculated
 
by the following different schemes:
 
TSCN + TSN+l TSCN+l TsN+2..etc.
 
etc.
GT + GTN+l + 2 + GTN+ 3 ...
Thus, TS differences reflect variations during a time step while GT differences
 
represent cumulative effects since second data tape read.
 
Differences in Hydrologic Parameterizations
 
In order to understand the significance of the comparisons discussed
 
later we .willhighlight their differences in this section. First, the UCNI
 
differs.from the UCLA parameterizations in the following areas:
 
a) initialization of GW,
 
' 
b} approach taken in scaling $ as a function of GW,
 
c) soil water content at saturation, and
 
d) definitions of GW and how it changes. 
Secondly, the GISSJK parameterization differs from UCNI in the same areas, a) 
through, d) plus the following: 
e) plant factor (effect of solar radiation on 5),
 




Among these differences, the principal factors that lead to significant
 
variations in the-estimation of the evaporative flux were 5 and different
 
definitions of changes in GW. Table 4-2 summarizes the differences between
 
these hydrologic parameterizations (UCNI, UCLA, GISSJK).
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TABLE 4-2 Comparisons of UCNI, UCLA and GISSJK Parameterization 
UCNI UCLA GISSJK 
1. Layer CS 100 cm 100 cm 4 ft(? 
Depth '5 50.cm 100 cm 4 ft (?) 
2. Porosity CS .5 ? 
ss .5 ? 
3. Field Capacity CS .25 .25 
[% Saturation/100] SS .09 .09 
4. PWP CS .10 ? .10 
[% Saturation/100] SS .025 .024 
S. Soil Water Content CS 50 66.6 66.4 
at Saturation SS 25 66.6 4 
[g/cm2 ] 
6. Available Water CS 7.5 10.0 10.0 
[g/cm2] SS 1.6 10.0 .2 
7. GW Initialization CS SH(FC-PWP)SRH 0 + PWP SRI- - 15(sm-s185 5 ((s J .3 +..4 
S5 11 f(SRH- 153s 2 
[% Saturation/100] [% Available/100] [% Saturation/10O] 
8. Plant (<I) CS/SS -- Cosz/.2588 
9. 8(<l)x (Plant = 1) CS/SS WET-PWP 2 x G Double exponential 
FC-PWP (see text) 
10. C (GW=0) CS Cl Cl CI// 2(.386/..3) 
[Cal cmc2 6eg-l](GW=l) CS C2 C2 C2 x /F 
(GW=I) SS C2 C2 C2/ -3/2 
TABLE 4-2 Comparisons of UCNI, UCLA and GISSJK Parameterization (cont'd)
 
UCNI 	 UCLA GISSJK
 




Rain = .1 [cm/hh] GW=0 .01 .01 0 
GW=.S .042 .042 .05 
GW=l.0 .1 .1 .1 
Rain = 1.0 [cm/hh] 	 GW=0 .1 .1 0 
GW=.5 -.42 .42 .45 
GW=I.0 1.0 	 1.0 .9 





Notations: 	 CS: composite soil; SS: sandy soil
 
SRH: surface relative humidity
 




To conduct the OLM experiments a 2 day GCM run (DSNAMES: 1719/VRMO,
 
VRH&), VRPe, VRR0, 11/76) was executed from which the input GCM data tape
 
variables,discussed in the introduction, were extracted for the general US 
surface and neighboring ocean cells for levels 7, 8, 9 of the GCM. The ground
 
surface and ocean cells are shown in Fig. 4-2.- This compacted or condensed
 
GCM tape information was then read by the.OLM for the following cases: 
US Globe Area
 
(J,I) (J,I) Dry Southwest 1. Dry (4,4) (33,15)
 
Cell Types, 2. Average (3,6) (32,17) Southern Great Plains
 
3. Wet (7,12) (36,23) Canada/New England
 












These experiments took about 1 minute on IBM 360-50 at the University of 
Connecticut Research Computer Center while the Amdahi at GSFC took about
 




The OLM provided a simple comparison of the various ground hydrology 
parameterizations that were reviewed in this section. In particular, the 










The following comparisons were made about soil moisture levels and
 
variatfons for various cell cases (see Fig. 4-3 to 4-5):
 








3. 	OLM-UCLAl (GWAK) moisture levels changed significantly
 
for typical ET and rain fluxes; and
 
4. 	 In general the change of moisture levels was not significant 
during two day test period. (Therefore longer OLMuns of 
duration greater than 2 days should be made,) 
Surface and Ground Temperature
 
For temperature comparisons the following assessments were made (see
 
Fig. 4-6 to 4-11):
 
1. 	The ground and surface temperature calculations for the UCLA
 
model and UCNI were consistent for all cases with better­
surface temperature agreement during daylight hours.;
 
2. 	Temperature predictions were generally in phase for most
 
models and cell types with the exception of GJSSJK;
 
3. 	 The ground and surface temperature were generally higher 
for GISSJK, sometimes as much as 100 C higher for the 
different cell types; and 
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.4. The,ground temperature for GISSJK demonstrated a phase
 
shift of about 3 hours with a gradual upward drift in magni­
tude from those of other models;
 
Potential_(ET) and Actual (AET) Evapotranspiration and Their Ratio, f.
 
The OM provided the following results related to evaporation rates
 
for the three parameterizations (UCNI, UCLA, GISSJK) (see Fig. 4-12 to
 
4-14 and Table 4-3):
 
1: 	 Potential evaporation rates were generally highest for
 
GISSJK for all cell types;
 
2. 	The potential evaporation scaling factor, a, was lowest
 
for GISSJK and highest for UCLA for all cell types;
 
3. 	The actual evaporation rate was lowest for GISSJK for
 
all cell types; and
 
4. 	The UCNI generally predicted values of PE and 0 that
 





The major findings discussed in previous sections individually will
 
now be summarized collectively:
 
Differentdefinitions of soil moisture, although significant
 
between models,, did not cause major differences in the calculation of AET.
 
This suggests a certain consistency within each model.
 
Surface and ground temperature results are similar for all
 
models for the range of moisture levels tested with'the exception of GISSJK.
 
Ground temperature difference of +10C between GISSJK and other
 





-Surface temperature variation of 100 C between time steps had
 
appeared to be due to separate (stable, unstable)'parameterizations for the­
surface layer eddy coefficient. The variations had a deleterious effect
 
onAET when they occurred. When the OLM used the eddy diffusivity in TK,
 
the oscillations were greatly reduced.
 




8 as a function of PET&GW in GISSJK led to a "flat".- fairly
 
constant AET for most of the daylight hours. R as a function of GW in
 
UCNI & UCLA produced significant variations of AET during daylight hours.
 
In OLM-UCLAl with,variable ground wetness noticeable changes in 8 occurred
 
during significant eyaporation or precipitation periods.
 
'AET estimates for three different soil moisture levels, wet,
 
average .and dry case, were remarkably similar in magnitude for the 2 days.
 
This is due to the compensating factors of a large PET when 8 is small for
 
the dry case or vice versa for the wet case.
 








In conclusion the OLM has provided an efficient way to compare three
 
different hydrology parameterizations. The effects of the differences between
 
these parameterizations on soil moisture and temperature, although not inter­
active with the GCM, can be readily evaluated. The long-term calculations
 
(greater than-2 days) although not attempted at this time should be donducted
 
later as soon as major revisions are completed and a data tape is available.
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CELL ODEL 8 PET [mI/h] 12] %atfloo ' r (=/b], 
Day I Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 Dayj Day 2 
.97 UcNI F .o8 .075 204[l .o4[i] .27 .27 .021 .019 
619 oud-uCLA. F .095 .095 .11[2] .071L .21 .14 .017 .012 
674 OI -UCLAP F .o85 .075 .142] .14[2] .27 .27 .023 .019 
DRY 
22 UCLA T .06 .047 .141 42.1 ] 2 .27 .017 .013 
332 OM-UCLA2 T .06 .047 .14[2] .Ih[2] .27 ,27 -..017 .013 
782 GISSJK F .14 .12 .22(l) .22(1] .02 .02 .003 .003 
330 UCNI - F .041 .033 .176[11 .17611] .5 5 .02 .017 
751 OLM-UCLA1 F .028 .028 .412] .36[2] .78 ".75 .024 .023 
AV 6 2 OL-UCLA ' F .027 -.027 .4212] .42 .83 .83 .024 .024 
364 UCLA - T .037 .033 .42[2] .42(21 .-83 - $83 .03 .027 
766 GISSJK F .09 .o8 .26(1] .26(13 .08, .08 .008 .008 
218 UCNI F .012 .02 .2[i-Il .21(1] ..71 .71 o009 .o18 
668 oIM-UCLA. F .01 .027 .65121 .75[21 1 .01 .027 
T31 OIM-UCLA2 F .01 .02 .65(21 .61 1 1 .01 .02 
36 UCLA T .0125 .025 .65(21 .62 1 '1 1 , .0125 .025 
1 468 GISsoK F .01 .0315 .32[l] .32[1] .6 .4 .006 .012 
NOTE: %sat/OGn ( avail/lOG) x (FC-HqF) + PVIP 
TABLE 4 - 3 
DAYTIM AVERAGES OF PE, GW, B ANDAETVERSUS DRY, AVERAGE-AND WET CELL CO$fDITIONS 
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V. Description of the OLM Computer Program
 
014 Program 
The 01M program contains a main section where parallel hydrologic 
parameterizations are,evaluated. The first two subroutines, SDET and 
SUR WD provide needed information to the main hydrologic section that 
would normally be available in a GQM run. The third subroutine, RITE 
contains the bulk of Fortran statements needed for parameter evaluation. 
There is a total of 9 steps in the OLM"as illustrated in the flow 
chart. Through step 2, Parameter Specification, the OLM receives the
 
necessary data to simulate an on-line GCM run. The major ground hydrology
 
parameterizations are incorporated in steps 3A, 7 and 14. Steps 7 & 14
 
are similar to those in COMP3S and discussed in Section III, while step
 





MODEL Step 1 
Design of Experiment 
Step 1A OLMO0350 
Set Model Logical Parameters OLMO0700 












Step 1B OLMO0710 
Program Constants OLM00920 
Step IC OLM00930 




































Solar Declination Calculation 0LM02530
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Step 21 0LM02540 
Off-line Interface Considerations 0LM02650 
Yes IHH I ? OLM202580 
GW(J,I) :AC(J,) 
= 0LM0258 0 
YesGTC < 2.? OL02600 
GTC(J,I) TICE-
Yes IHH, OLM02610 
GT(J,I) = GTCJI 
TS(J,'I) =TSCJI 
Ye O8and UCLA ?0LM02630 
GWJ(J,I) :GWC(J,I) 
































































Vertical Arrays for Some Variables
 
Step 4A OLM03830 
Pressure- 0LM03960 
Step 4B 0LM03970 
Temperature and Convective Adjustment OLM04140 
Step 4C OLM04150 
Moisture Variables 0LM04230 
Step 5 0LM04240 
Vertical Diffusion of Heat 0LM04460 
and Moisture (Air-Earth Interaction) 
Step 6 0LM04470 
Relative Humidity 0LM04570 
SEE 
'Yes GISSIJK ? 
COMP35 
Separate offline deck 
* for GISSJK only with 
the.physids described 





Determination of Surface Temperature,
 
Step 7A 0LM04580 
Initialization OLM04660 
TLE (NLAYPI) = TS(J,I) 0LM04620 
Step 7B 0LM04670
 

















EDNS = AMIN(100., ED x EXP (.32 *DTS/WMAGNxx2) 
EORIG = EDNS 
ZLN = ZLNCO x TLE (NLAYPI) x SP/PS 
New EDNS formulation
 




EDNS = 10. + 100. *(I-EXP (1200.*((TH(NLAY) - THG)/ZLN))) 
Can't use above calculation for. TH(9) >THG. Best that can 










EVE = 1 OLM05040 
Step 7F COLM05090)
 
Evaporation Scaling Factor 0LM05360
 
Yes UCN OLM05110 
EVE = AMIN I (1,(WET-PWP *C2)/(FC * Cl - PWP *Cl))I 
UCLAOLM05130 





s PREVAP < 0 and EVE < .999 1 OLM05400 
Redo Step 7F 
with EVE = 1­
Step 7H 0LM05420
 




Potential Evaporation Calculation Differences
 
Offline (Step 7G) UCLA (%CM Data Run- Step 7H) 
Wet from UCNI or UCLA Wet from Data Tape 
Eve from UCNI or UCLA Eve from UCLA 
Step 7F adjust SHLE (10) Step 7F adjust SHLE (lO) 
where SHLE = f(EDV,...) where SHLE = f(EDV.,....) 
SHG = QSAT (TG,PS) SHG = QSAT(TG,.PS). 
for LOG8 False: 
TG from previous calculation 
for LOG8 true: 




























Soil Moisture and Freezing 0LM07220
 
1 Snow Covered Land OLM06810
 
















Subroutine SURFWD: Surface Wind Calculation 0LM09430
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ADINF antecedent soil moisture indicator 
ADDW 
ASM 
water which may enter the soil 
to be evaporated 
available soil moisture 
.15 
.066 
- composite soil 
- sandy soil (desert) 
BBFACT 
BETA2 
effective infiltration rate 
scaling factor for bare soil evapotrans- 
piration rate (a) 
BETA2P 
BTA 
scaling factor for plant influence on 
transpiration 




argument of BETA2 coefficient 
argument of BETA2P coefficient for 
transpiration 
surface drag coefficient 
CZH (A_)l/2 
W 
, bulk heat capacity 
where X= thermal conductivity 
c = specific heat 




























































storage variable used in ground 
temp. eq. 




water which is,unavailable-for 
ET due to field capacity being 
exceeded loss of water 




Aq= q* - q saturation specific 
humidity at the ground minus specific 
humidity at the ground 





difference between ground temperature 
TG - TS =,AT = difference between 
ground and surface air temperature 
temporary storage variable 
DV temporary storage variable 
ECAR = E6DT/(I-ROCK) 
(Note: EVE in'E6DT is equal to 
(I-ROCK).EVE so ROCK affect cancels out 



























































EGDT evaporation rate from soil at grid pt 
ETFLX evaporation flux for diagnostic 
purposes 
EVACO =EVE.DRAW 
EVAL = 600 latent heat coeff land 
680 - snow, frost 
= 680 + 80WI, FOR MIXWI CONDITION 
EVE soil surface wetness coeff 




EXDTR storage variable 





EXPTS keeps BTA2 from becoming too large 

FILTH 	 infiltration-rate derived from viscosity 





FREEZ 	 amt of water that freezes or melts (%) 
FLDRK 








































































1 + 3 K Ts 
P 






GAMCN see GAMC HYD03360 
GAMSN same as GAMS HYD03410 
GDN logical variable, if true CD=.SCD INPUT 
GNFLX variable for diag. purposes "HYDOS940 
GSW how often (in hrs) print out will occur 
GT ground temperature °K HYD05570 
06920 
GW ground wetness (% sat.) 

















=21 -.dry land, GW= 0 
=23 
=24 - snow thickness -
function of albedo 
INPUT 





MEANING UNITS PROGRAM 
LOCATION' 
ITC print variable - allows a portion 
of J & I cells to be printed when 
GSW occurs 
IALB storage for I HYD01090 
PLANT a variable which decreases transpiration 
from'plants when the solar zenith is 




POTALP precipitation cm/time step HYD07080 




QSAT saturation specific humidity function g/g HYDO0890 
RfDTRM net radiation term ly/day HYDOSS60 
05880 
RAIN cm/hh HYD06030 
06190 
06540 





RNIT =RADTRM6.9 X 10­ 4) for diagnostic HYD05890 
ROCK areal fraction devoid of soil, 
impervious soil 
HYD03030 
ROK(JII) same as ROCK INPUT 




RSURFF variable that determines soil type 












RUNOVV water that runs off impervious 
area and is unavailable for 
evapotranspiratibn 
RICH 	 Richardson No. 

SATI 	 saturation specific humidity 





SHLE sat. specific humidity f(DRAW) 
T1 f(BETA2) 
" f(EVACO) 




SLBEDO 	 albedo, 
7 = ocean 

14 = land 






50 = snow 

70 = snow 

SMELT 	 snowmelt 

SNFAL. 	 snow fall 
SNFLX. 	 sensible heat flux 































































MEANING UNITS PROGRAM 
LOCATION 















short wave radiation 
sensible heat 
evaporation flux 
ly day-1  






TERM4. sea ice heat flux from ocean -05520 
TERMS long wave radiation 05530 
TGM =WAT, used for printout of WAT HYD02640 
.07040 
TGN used for printout of WAT HYD07030 
07050 






THG ,potential temp of air 
TOTALP model ,predictedprecipitation m/hh HYD06170 
TPMN print variable 




MEANING UNITS PROGRAM 
LOCATION 
USM unavailable soil moisture (%) 
.025 sand soil (desert) 
.1 composite soil 
Ref. Salter & Williams '64, Table 'I,p.-312 
HYD03050 
03100 
VALBFG model control variable 
VIGT viscosity correction factor HYD03250 
03260 
VGTC centigrade temp. of ground deg' HYD03230 
VPM composite soil moisture HYD03180 





VP2, % of unavailable soil moisture ( ) 
VSM total soil moisture % sat HYD03140 
WAT soil moisture available for 
evaporation scaled up 










WETIT water available 
same as WAT 
% sat HYD04880 
04890 








WGM max water holding capacity or 
sul moist cont at saturation 
= 2 sandy soil 









MEANING UNITS PROGRAM 
LOCATION 


















WTER % of saturation for ground in % sat HYD01240 
desert regions 01250 
WTSTO stores WET % sat HYD04870 





Code Listing - GHM & Off-Line Models (OIM) 
GHM: 
FILE Ie35TEST SSSCSN A *i* GCDDArD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER *t* 
SUEPOUT INE CCMF2E(JJCENT,JUP.KDN.RCET, kLP) HYD00010 
C HYDCOC20 
C THIS SUERCUTINE WAS ACOED TO PREVE'T CCNF. FFCN EXCEECING TH-E HYDOCO030 -
C CCMPILE. LIMIT FCF OPTIMIZATIC (CPI=2). IT CCMFrISES ThE INNER HYD00040 
C LCCP CF CUMP> " HYDO0050 
C HY0O0060 
C**** TH-IS IS CCMNCN ELCCK CIS1 CREAIED MAY E 74 HYDO0070 
LCGICAL*4 FLAGS, SFI NUP,GDI- HYDOCO6OH 
REAL*4 KAPA,LAT HYDOCO9O 
DIMENSICN LAI( 4E) ')XU(46) ,)XP(4e ) DYL(4E ) ,OYP(46)-, SIL (46), HYICCIC0 C) 
1 CUSL(46iQXYP(46),F(45),C(3CC),CI(2('C) ,CU N 
CIMENSICN PHIS(4.,72) ,MAP(46,2),F2(4&,72) 
(7 ) HYDCC[J0 
HYDOCL20 '2 
DIMENS ION 0(72,S.11,4) 
DIMENSICN CT (72,9, 1,4) 
DIMENSICN U(72*. l,),V(72,9,11 ),T(72,.,I ).SH(72,S,11) 
DIMENSICN UT(729,11),VT(72.9, 11 ),r(?2,s,I1).,S-TI(72,9.11)
D IMENSICN P(7,11),PT(72,11) 
D IMFNS ICN1 PU(7...2),PVC72,9.2).rVLP(72.S,2) .FUCLD(72.9.2) 










DIMENSION PHI(724 '.2),PHICLD(72,S,2) ,EA(72.9,2 ),SFACLD(72,9,2 
DIMENSION PU2( 72,.q,2 ,PU2CLDV72,,2) HYDOO2IO HYDOC?20 
DIMENSIC PU-(72,.S) HYD00230 
DIFNSICN US(72,2),VS(72,2) ,Q5(72,2.2)."INCSG(72?
DIMENSICN UF IL (7-,9)VFIL (72., TFIL (7',S )SPFIL 







C 0 M M C N 
S JSP JNP TMNLAYPTROPI TAPT, JSPP1IJ'It\ 
JIsJMKN,TAUT, IfrlT.,MRCT,TALTHT,MPCI FI 
pTOFCC(4,#72)sTS(4e,72) 





vR,JAYS(12), INCF( II), JSEJNF3,DLATCLCNvJTESTIIEET, HYD00310 
0,* DT,TAU,ITAL,XINT],IDAY,JCAY,TFDAY,JCAIE.JCII.(2),JYEARNSTEP, 
*77 NCYCLE, NCONfP, NFOGAN,TAUP ,TAL I.TALE ,TALC , 
HYDOC220 
HYDO0330 
PI ,.GAVRGS i AFA,PSL,C.FM, NFL .FF ,NSC-,R SISIEIN D,CCSO, HYDf0340 
* NC3T,RCCt-1,LC2T,PRCJAR.,TOTAF!SSC) ,ISPACE,SOWVLT,CUMMYI(E), HYDOOSO 
C 
1419 
* IVER, CCF ,RFMAXFCU ,SPINLP ,MAC-IN, 
I ALTEF, NNI NE , F IEPTE2 NIMPTS , SETMIW, N INJ ,NAXJ , I F ANC , I RTYPF , I SS 
HYDO00.30 
HYD00370 


















* INC2,INCH, HYD00440 
LATDXU,DX,EYU.DYPSINL9COSL,DXsYPF CLNNYNTAE,PJSsNAP r,2P9 HYD00450 
P,Q,PUjV, FUCLD.PVUF,CONV,PITP- IPFIICLC,SPA, PACLDPU2. HYD)0460 
* PU2CLCPU3 ,PITSF,SCINMSAVE,ALFSAV HYDO0470. 
EOUIVALENCE (JSF-.C(1)) HYDO0480 
EQUIVALENCE 
ECUIVALENCE 
(P ( I,),Cl(1)) (-(1,1),PT( 1,1)) HYDOCtgO0 HYDOObOO 
EQUIVALENCE (QT( 1,1,1,I ),C( 1,1,1,1 )) HYDeB51 0 
EQUIVALENCEECUIVALENCE ([ IvI,,U),VI(0 ( I . Is 2 I (I sI),I(1,1,1l )V ( • HYD0520HYO.*)5"iO 
FCUIVALtNCE 
FOU I VAL FNCE 
(0( 1.1, 1,?),T( 
(0(lo1,1, ,4),S1I 




HY b0 ' 0 
HF )rylo ' 













I (TFXL( 1.1) ,T( 1.1)) .(SHFIL( 1 .1);SP(1 .. )),(PFIL(1 ),P~1, I)) 1HYD00620
 
ECUIVALEN(E (GRUP(I,l.1),SHS( ,)),CGR1P(1,1 2),CT(1,1)), HYDO0630
 
I (CGPUP( 1. 1,3).C-\ (1,1l,(GRUP( 1, l.4)CTCcC(II) ) HYDOO640
 
EOUIVALENCE (GPUP(1, I, ),PU(I,7i )(T5 
C1,) ,LI C,2,)f 	 HYr)O0650

C**** ARRAYS FOP SPLIT CRIO 
 HYDO0660
 













* 	 TLE(16),TG.TH(15),SHL( 15). S-L ( 6) ,StC.CLOUD(]E),CCSL,SP,SC,,CXLHYDcc730
0CEANICESN&,SFSAT(15).GAN(Ut) FI-(1E),SSS(1E) ,5 SEC1S),I-(15), HYDOC740 
* 	 HI-FE(6)HH(W),cV(I(5),CVQ(15),C)DE(1).PRFc3EC ),ExL(1s), HYDOC750 
COE( 15) HYD00760 
F 01CCC DAY ZiNC ICE *N TII. c9cz, HYDCC?70 




Iccn6,CCN7 DOCOCMCk/CPCYE/ICVET,ITCGSW CCN ICCFt 2,Ctt2.CCN 4,cCN 
COMO/ALV'CC14 RS-UPF.SLeEDO(4e-,7?),VALePC.JALB3,TALE HYDOO.910 











C* t XLrICAL FE-AJ 
OSAT( X.)..622k( 1C, (9.451-23(:3.
SWSWCI- = FALSE. 




DC $f9 I=jfl 
C SET THFS 
C WITH SPLITT( 1iMflN2 = 
T(1 0 2,M2) = 









(wIOSd(t i ),FU(l. .11) HYDOO600
 
WUFIL(1.1),U( ,,i,)(VF IL 1.1) A(1 .1,1)), HYO00610
 
IF CGWS 1C1-AN](J-I+ITC)/ITC*1Vg:.EC.J4 fTC-1) I1 E(,25L) 	 HYD00940 
SURFACE FRICTION TERMS 
P(I,2) = Ut I,1.N2) 
P(IM3] = UC 1,2N2) 
U(I,IM2) C. 


























































FILF TE35TEST $SSCSN A *** GCDDAIC SFACE FLIGT CENTER ** 
C *** 
COSZ=SI hL(J) SIlNC-CLSLCJ)tHACOS 
SUPFACE CL'ND IT T(i 
HYDO 1110 
HYDO 1120 
OCEAN=TCPCC(J.h).CT-1. HYDO 1130 
ICE=TOPCC(J.j).LT,-90qE5 HYDO 1140 
LAND=.NCT. (ICER. .OCL-AN) HYD 1150 
C***t FkAJ=.NCT.GCFA,s,AND.(ICVCI.*EQ.1?3) HY0 1160 
P:,52 
IF(0Wc'.4t,/2)-IC. ) 2534;2554,2553 
SNOW = L At.. ANC.CIJ,I) .GTo#OC 
HYD01170 
HYD01150 
IF(IGVET.EO.24) CC TO 2552 
qNOW - LAHXoANC.((WJ.l).CT.1.C.C.SLEECC(JI).CE.40) 
HYD01190 
HYD01200 
IF( SNw) Gw(JI = AMAXI( 1V,5 , -\(J.I)) HYDO01210 
GC TO 2552 HY001220 
2554 IF(GW(J.I),LI.(-O;I))GW(J.I) = 1.0 HYD01230 
wTER=GW(JI)*5.C0+.2690g17958 HYD01240 
WTER=.5TER HYDC 1250 
IF(LAND) CW( J, I)=.5*(GW(J. I)*,3+o4)* HYO01260 
IF( SLBECC-(J.I).EC 0 25 )GW(J.I)=A Ir, I(I., WTES 
CW'(J, I) -- CW(J ,I)2. 




IF(CEAN) GW(J.I) = D.50 -YDO1300 
IF(IGVETJO. 24) CC TG 25521 HYD01310 
IF(OCEAt,) GO TC Z552 
IF (LAT(J).CESNCN)GW(J,I3=G(JI)I4 I\I 






IF(LAT(J).LE.SNUS) GW(JI) = G(JI) 4 INT((LA(J)-SNOS)/(LAT(1)HYD01350 
w* -SNO'AS) *3.E4 
CC TO 2552 
)HYDO -750 
HYDO1370 
w 25521 IF(SLHEDC(J,[),LE.J9g GO TO 2E52 hY001380 
C**** SNOW THICKNESS IN CMS.=O.5,I,0,2,C FOF ALEEOC=40,EC,.70 PERCENT. HYDO1390 
C**** 
CW* , 
PESIDES HAVINC THICKNESS CF 30CN 
IAITTF MAXM ALOEDO CF 
AT ECLIF ,FCLE ANC 
eC PERCENT. 




C-W(J,I). 2,,CC EC2 +0.5 HYD01420 
IFfSLREDCJI).LT.5G) GW(J.I) = C.ECEC24 3.5 HYD001430 
IFF(SLBEDC(J. I).LT.70) GWCJ.I) = I.OF0 4 0,5 HYD01440 
IF(ICE)CVU{J,I) = -0*.0F03+C.5 HYD01450 
IF(J,LE ,9,ANCLAND) CWC(J, I)=0.CEC34C.-S HYDOI 460 
SNOW = LAND.ANCCA(JI).GT.1*01 HYDO 1470 
2552 !F(VALBFG) GC 7C Z556 HYDO1480 
SLREDO(J. 
IF(OCEAN) 
I) = 14 




IF(SN'Wo0 F.I(E) SLBLCC(JI) 
PSURF = 0.01*SLEECO(J,I) 
= 7C HYDO15O 
HYDO1520 
IF(IGVET,hE. 24,CR.GW(J.I),LT,101) GC "IC 2EC66 HYDOI530 
SNCTEM = S0Rl((CW(J,I)-O,5)/1CCC.) HYD01540 
RSURF = o.504S'CTEM HYDO1550 
IF(SNOTEM.LTol)RSURF = RSURF+,oC*SLEECC(J,I)*(1 -S5tCTEN)' HYD01560 
25566 
RSURF = APINI(FSURF#0,80)
WET = AVIhI( 1,,(AfvO[MD(VWJI ), I- *2)) 
HYD01570 
HYDOIBO 
LANDLA'D 0 ANC..NOfI.SNOW HYDO1590 
MINWI = GT(JI) .LE. 1.1 *AND,(LANDo ,ElSC l) HYO01600 
FPOST=LANC.AND.(C(J I).*LE.TICEsANCo o NC1,MIWI HYD0110 
I(.NOTOCEAI\) Z=FHIS(JI)/GRAV HYD01620 
C**** GROUND IENPEFATURE ANC WETNESS HYDO01630 
IF(OCEAN) TG=TCPCC-(J.1)
IF( .NCT *C(EAN) TG=GT(J. I) 
HYD01640 
HYDOe50 
FILF l6 5TESI '.-SSCSN A GCCDAF.- SFACE FLIGFT ClbTE- * *" 
IF(MIXWI).T=TJ]CF HYDO 1660 
IF(.N'CT.LAiNC) V.ET=1 .0 HYDO 1670 
C HYDO 1680 
C 	 HYDO 1690
 
C*** 	 PrESSURES HYD01700 
SP 	 = P( 1.KCENT') HYDO?1710 
tCLM=p-VzEP HYDO 1720 
DC 30 L=1-,NLAY HYD01730 
PL(L )=S 1C(L ) SF4PTRO, HYDO 1740 
PLL)=5ICE(t. )PiPTRCP HYDO 1750 
"'1 PLK(L)=EYPI]YK(FL(L) ) HYDOC 1760 
PLE(NLAY4 I )=SP4'F1FUP HYDO 1770 
CL'C* TEMPERATU(,,FS AIND ADUIAOATIC ADJUSIMENT HYDO I ?F0 
D0 35 	L:1,NLAY HYDO 1790 
3 	 TLCL) = T{(I .,FCFNT) HYDCiVCO 
DC 40 N=1,3 HYD rI 8I0 
DC 4" L=NLAY HYD0 1820. 
LNI=L- 1 HYDO 1830 
IF(TLlL-I)/PLK(L-1) GE.TL(L)/PLK(L)) CC "I lCi HYDO1S41OT-HETA= (TL (LN I )*,DS IG(LV 1)+ TL (L) Y-1; 1C-(L ! /(PLK (L I CS Ir( LN1 )+ HYDOIE50
 
LPLK(L ) SIC(L)) HYDCI8tO
 
TL(L- )=TPETA*PLK(L-1) HYDe 1870
 
TL(L)=TI-ETA*PLK(L ) HYDO 1880 
40 Tfi(L-1)=TL(L-I)/PLK(L-fl HYDOI89O 
TH(NLAY)=TL(NLPY)/PLK(NLAY) HYDO1900 
C SAVE CHANCE TI TEMFERATURE CAUSED eY ACIAEATIC ACJLSTNENT HEATING HYDOI910 
DO 4Z L INLAY HYDo 1923 
45 U(I,L,v) = IL(L)-T(IL KCE N I) HYD( 1930 
d C*** MCISTURE VARIAELES HYD0 1940 
CC 90 	L=,NLAY HYDO 19b0
 
S L(L) =! H4I,L,KCENT) 	 o0- 0 HYDOI960 
50 	CLOUD(L)=0, HYD01970 
CLOUD(NLAY-I)=C4 HYDO1 60 
CLCUD(NLAY+2)=C ,? HYDO 1C 
CLOUD(NLAY2)=C, 	 HYD0200O
 
C*** 	ELIMINATE NECATIVE SPECIFIC HUM1CITY "ly HYD02010
 




IF(SHL(LIl).CF.C.) GO TO 20P HYD02040
SHL(}=SLIL(L1)eCIG(N1 +SH}DSI(L)HYCO2ObO 
SHL(LNI)=(, '1YD02060 
P,.2 CONT IU HYD02C70TF(SHL(NL, Y),LT,0 S ' L(NLAY }=C • HYD02080 
C +@ DRAG COfFFICIENl HYD0 209.0IF 	(J6GTvJSP.AhJLT#JNP) WMAG = 5*EGR7(WINDSG(fJCENT) . HYD02100 
I W;IN DSQ ( INVINC , JC ENT) 4W IND'SOC( I , JLP) 41 INCE C I I INC , JLF) ) lYD02 I110 
IF(J,,EQ,,JSP) t'PAC=WIVAGSP .HYD02120 
IF(J.EQ.JNPJ WNAG=WMAC-NP 	 YD02130 
If(OCEA') CD=ANINI( 1 , -. 07 WMAG).;CC I* .Cc25) 	 HY)02140 




IF(GDI) CD=C .1StCC 	 HYD02 160 
C* 	A*v*VERTICAL CIFELSIC CF HEA.T AND NCISILPE HY002170
 
70 LNIN = 2 HYD02180 
C CHANCE THIS FfrfN 'LMIN = NLAYWI t HYDO2190 
DC 75 L= 1,N'LY HYD02200 
F ILF 1635TEST sS C;S' A G CASE SPFAC(E fL IGI-T CCNkI ErC* 
C IF TI-C VEPT rCpL r IFFUSICN -EATING TERNS TC EE SAVED CN TFE Coml'3 TAPE tiYD02210 
C ARE hCT CCMFLjED IN TFE CODE THEY \ILL CEFtLLT TE 2EFC HYD222C 
75 U(TL,"^) '- 1. HYDr2230 
DC 8' L=LftN.NLtY HYD02240 
L.M I=L- 1 HYD02250 
) 4 i(L ) -HYD022b0 













TL(LW1 )=TL(LI1 )4FLE/DSIG( LM1 ) HYD02320 
T'(L)=TL(L)-FLE/CSIG(L) HYD02330 
C SAVE 
U(T,LMI,P2) = U(I.LMI,V2)+FLE/DSJG(LNI) 
VERTICAL OIFFUSICN HEATING TEPNS 
HY002340 
HYD02350 
U( ILIt2) = -FLE/DSIG(L) HYD0230 




SP-L(LJU )=SHL (LNI ) 4ELE/DSI C(LM1 ) HYD02410 
8' 
C w ' -* 
SRL(')=SI-LLV-ELE/DSIG(L) 
SATUPATICN SPEC IF IC HUMIDITY 
HYD02420 
HYD02430 
DC 100 L=,NLAY HYDO2440 
SI-SAT(L)=(SAT(TL('),PL(L)) HYDO2450 
GAM(L )=C-AwFACOSFStT(L)/TL(L)*I2 HYD02460 
RH(L)=SHL(L)/S-SAT(L) HYD02470 
10.0 CONTINUE HYDC2480 
C* -** DETFERINATION CF SURFACE TEMPERA'TURE HYD02490 
PS=FLE ( tL AY- I) HYD02500 




THG = TS(J I)/FSK 
IF(WFT'+PH(NLAY).IF,(. ) RHS=2.*lNE*R (LAv)/(0ET4RI -(NLAY) 
HYDO2540 
HYU025SO 
C PH SCALE HYD02560 
IF( NT,LAND)CC TC 101 HYD02570 
r t"S = 0HYD0258O 
'AT=2.*(1.b-(*e66CE*2.*WET-.EE6E~EEe) FIYD02590 
IF(SLEIECC(J, I)aEO.35 
IF(VIAT*ET .)VAT= * 
)hAT=.2 { 2tET-.26CS17SE e), HYD02600 
HYD026LO 
IF(WAT. LT* , ) lAT=r * HYD02620 
hAT=WAT*( 4l-POX(J,I)) 
T CM=h AT 
HYD02630 
HYD02640 
TF( WAT+gH(NLAY).CT*C.)RHS= AT*RF(\LA)/(VAT'RI-(NLAY)) HYD02650 
RI-S2 .0*R-S HYD026b0 
101 CONTINUE HYD02670 
DTS=TG-TLE(NLAYP1 ) HYD02680 
IF(DTS,,(E.9)') CRMAl=CC*(,vWAG*S0PT(D'l)) HYJ02690 
IF (OTS,LTf,0) CRF'ICDcWMAG*(WNAC*VdJ'L)d((WNAG,'hNAC)-7.O0S) HYDO2700 
WAGN=I o HYD0271 0 
XF(DTS,LT.n,) Wf'ACN=,2t(wNAC.,0I) HYD02720 
7LN=ZLNCC*TLE(LPYPI 
'IF (TH(t.LAY),C-T0 TG) 
)* SP/PS
GO 7C 110 
HYDc2730 
HYD02740 
EONS = 1Og'+CO.*(I,-FXP(1200,.((1H{$LA'i-1HC)/ZLt})) HYD02750 
FILE 1635TEST SSSESN A ic** GCDGAFO SFACE FLIGHT CENIES 
CC TO 	112 " HYD02760
 
C 	 CCWMPUTATIV-CN CF CIFFOCSION CCEFFICIENT EEI'tEN SURFACE ANO LAYER HYD02770
 
C t'LAY' WITH NCAR FCFWLLATION -UT NC CCLNTEFC IET 	 HYD02780
 
110 	 IF (JEC JSP) CCTO 113 HYD02790 
IF (JAEC.JNPJ CC TO' 11 HYD02800 
DU = ,25*(U( IMINCNLAYKUP)-US(IMICJLF)+U(INLA',I<UF)-US(IJUP)+IIYDO2eIO 
1 U(IMINC,ILAY&K(ENT)-US(IINC.JCET)4L(I.tLAY.KCF3l)-US(XUCENT)) HY002620
 
DV = .2E*(V("IbC,NLAYKUP)-VS(IWIKCJLF)+V'(I.NLA.,LP)-VSI,JUP)+IYD02830 
I V(I'INCNLAY,KCENT)-VS( IN INC,JCENT)4V(IN LAYKCErlT)-VS(I ,JCENT) ) HY002840 
GC TO li- HYDO2S5O 
113 	 DU = ,5*(U(I?.IhC,tLAYKUP-US(IMINCJLF),L(IdNLA,ILF)-US(IJUF)) HYD02860, 
OV = .5*(V(I2qNI\C,NXLAY,KUP)-VS(IfJINC,JLF)4-'V(INLAY,XLP)-VSI,JUF)) HYD02E70 
GO TO ie HYDC2B80 
114 DU =,5&(U(ININIC,LAY,KCENT)-LS(1NIFC.,JCENT)+U(I,NL P'y,KCENT)- HYDO289o 
I US(T.JCEt\T) ) HYDO?2-00 
DV - .5*((V(IN'IhC,NLAYKCEh\T)-Vi(pINNC,.(E1)4V(IhLANKCEiT)- 14YD02g10 
1 VSt I ,JCEhtT) ) HYD02920 
lie PIC' CRaAVI({TF~tLAY)-TIC)/ZLh)(1C*((DL/ZLN)**2+(D'V/ZL\)**2t ?HYD02930 
I I.E-I?)) HYD02940 
Er)NS = Il./(I,440..*RICH}42o HYD02950 
112 CONTINUE HYD02960 
ECV=E')NS/7LN HYD02970 
EVE=AIAIN (I , ,?,*WET) HYD02980 
C*** - NEW BETA FCR C-F. E",AFOATICN "--**, HYDO02Q90 
GM=2, le.c:6ee 1HYD03000 
Ir(SLPEDC(J,E) .LT.10) GO TO 1C HYD03010 
FXTPN= I HYD03020 
RCCK=ROK(J, I . HYD03030 
ASM=. 15 HYD03040 
USIA=, 10 HYDO:?050 
RSURFF=(SLBEC0(JoI)*01-35) HY003060 
RSUPFF=A8S( RSUFFF .. - HYD03070 
IF(A,35(FSURFF),*CT.,%01) GC TO 415 HYD03060 
ASW'= .0E5l,44 HYD03090 
US!A=n%02427C HYD03100 
WCN1=2, HYO03 110 
6415 CCNTINUF HYD03120 
VCM=WMA2, HYD03130 
VSM=2 AWET*(ASM -4USf) HYD03140 
VPI=AMAXI(0..(2.A*VET*(ASMUSM)-LS)V)/ASN) HYD03150 
VP?=AMINI(1Ia2.*M ET .(ASM+LSM)/LS ) HYDO:3 160 
VF2=AMAX1 (0. ,VFP) HYDO-3170 
VPM=, I*VP2+, VFI HYD03180
 























FILE 	 IE35TEST SSSCSN A t** GODDAPC SPACE FLIGHT CENTER *** 
FETA2=1 	 HYD03310
 
TF(LAKNOAD*,.NCT.SNCW)GO TO 1234 	 HYD03320
 

































TF(D)TSI .CE.O0) CPRN=CC*(WNAG+SCRT(C1SI)) HYD03490
 
















IF(COSZ .LT 0) FLANT=O). HYD00580
 













EXPTS=-TN I (17C ,,3TA2) HYD0365O 
PETA:= I .- EXP (IFTS) HYDO-660 
FlTA=SET:P24IE1A2 . HYD03670 


































































FILE I635TEST SSSCSN A N** GCDDARC SPACE FLIGHT CEI.EFS** 

















IF(FHAJ)TLE(NLA'P1)=TLE(NLAYP)-.7E6TENP*CLH * ** 
SHLF2KLAYFI)=SI-LE(NLAYI1)-TEMP 
-HUS=PS/(FGAS*TLE{NLAYPI)) 
























IF( IGVETnEQ. I!) TL(NLAY) = TL(NLAY) + FSLPFOTS*C.5 
C SAVE CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE IN LAYER *NLAYN CPLSEC BV SLPFACE 
HYD04070 
HYD0400 













C* - ** 
. P(t,NI) =Sp*V~DF~O.?OI(tY*pGA 
IF(TFAJ )P(I,1)=,2e PtI(,MI)
TH(NLAY)=L(hLAY)/PLK(NLAY) 






IF(S4LL NLAY) .1T-.,) SHL(NLAY )=O, 
4A**t., HYD0417O 
HYDO041O 
C SAVE EVAPCRATICN ANC SENSIELE HEAT1 
IF ( .NCT, OCEAN) GO TO 122 FLL' FCP CCEAN(LYICAY) IYD04190 HYDO4200 so 
EVAL =60C. HYD0421O 
TEMP= 10 ,*CRA P F SSAY HYD04220 
V(I 3,N3J=EvALlEVE*TEMP*CSl-S HYD04230 
VCI,4,Nf=CP*TEMP*DTS HYD04240 
C SAVE PRECIPITAELE WATER VAPCR(G/CM**2)
12R PPECW/=0*





V(I.1I,4):SP#O5ECWV10/GRAV wYD04280 HYD04290 
FSURFQ= 2E*FSUF 
CC 140 k1=I,2 
HYDO4300 
HYD04310 








n(I,NIK) = P1,MI+K) + FSLRFO*G (I1,CENT,K)
0( IMIKC ,NLAY 9KCENTK) Q( IMINC .NLAYKCEtK) FSL FG* 
HYD'4340 
HY004250 




= P IMINCMI+K 4 FSLFFC*0S(I1Ih'CsJCEN1) -Y004370 
HYD04380 
IF(JeEO,JbP) GC TC 140 HYD04390 
Q(I,NLAY.KUPK) = 0C1.NLAYKUF.K)-FSUFFC*CSC I.JLFw) HY004400 
FILE I&35TEST SSSCSN A ***GCDOARC SFACE FLIGHT (E'IEr ***
 
U( I,Ks31J3= U(! ,KM3I + FSURFC*C (IjF.K "' HYD04410
 Q(IWINC,NLAYKUP,). = Q(IINC NLAY ,UFK)-FSURFC*GC(ECINCJUP,K) HYD04420
 





SOOT(J, 1,)a1O.Tkcp;SbdTtj .13) 
 HYD04450
 
C**** ELIMINATE NEGATIVE SPECIFIC HUJ.IDITV 
 HYD04460
 























C**** RADIATION SUEROUrINES 
 HYD04550
 
IF(NFLW4EC40)GC TC 420 
 HY004560
 






XLAT = (J-.5*(JSP4JNP)) *DLAT*10./PI 
 HYDO45O
 
LATD = XLAT_ 4 E5 
 HYD046O0
 
CALL SCLAFI (NLY.XDAY,XLAT) 
 HY04610
 
DSAREA = CXYPIJ)*PSOIN 
 HY004620
 
IF (COSZ.GT*,01) PROJAR = PROJAr+OSAREA4CCSZ 
 HYDO4630
 
TDSAeS = SG 
 HY0C4640
 
CC 412 L = I.NLAY 
 HYD0465O
412 TDSAOS = IDSAeB4AS(L) 
 HYD04660
 
TOTAHS = TOTABZ+TCSAOS*OSAREA 
 HYD04670
 
CALL LI'KIO (NLAY.NFL'A,JDAYLATC) 
 HYDO4&80
 
C SAVE SOLA RADIATIOrt INCIDENT ON 1CP CF AINCSPI-ERE(LY/CAY) FYD04690
 
C*v** V(I,5,M')=SI*CCSZ * * ***At****CLC CARD REPLACED.***'t4****** HYDO047CO
 
V(1 ,5,M2)= ANAXI(0 ,SCX*CCSZ) HYD04710
 
















C SAVE NET LONG- AVE RADIATO1N AT GPCUNC(LY/CAY) HYD04780
 





C * * SAVE WINr MAGNITUDE HYD0481e0
 




























C SET DEFAULTS FOR gCNP2 TAPE .. 
 HYD04920
V( I.,N2) = HYD04S30
 
V(I,6,W2) = 0. HYDO4940
 
V(I.7.N2) = C4 
 HYDO4SSO
 
FILE 1635TEST SSSUSN A ** GCDDA.F SFACE FLIGhT CENTEP * 
V(I,S,'2) = C. HYDO4960 
T(I,:.V2) = C. HYD04970 
IF(CCEAN) GO T0 6SO HYD049V! 
IF(SNOW) GO 70 EtC HYO4VO9 
IFICE) CC TC E2C HYD05000 
IFCFROST) GO TC 6-0 HYD05010 
.IF(MtXWI) GO TC 640 HY0O0020 
EVAL=60C. HYD05030
 

































A1=2,W I HYD0021 0WI=V! I 1 66eE.66-,66666 ee5 HYDObP20
W1=2,*W I HYD05230 
W1 =A4 IN I I 'AI) HYDOS5240 
WT=AAAX I co I) HYD05250 
iFCW'T.CT .1E-5) EVAL=O0.+O0**%I/%ET HYD05260 
CZH=SORT((.27E4(, I1+,1E ET)*(%EI-.E* I}) (I. ET-%Il I,2EVIl)* HYD05270 
2.E-*SCAY/TCPI) HYD05280 
HYDr5200 






WET = W TS7U HYD05340 
WI=GT(J, ) HYDO5350 
IF( ICE*ANC4 Z.LT.,1) TEM=CTI/-ICE HYO05360 
TCSO=TC*Tc HYDO 5370 
('AD-4,*STfO0*T(CSQTG HYDC'5380 
DSO G=54. * s-CG/ICSI HY1)0 300 
TFMP=I0,ACArFOSl4SDAY HYO0540 '
 










TFRMI = SG+NFOCAN IIYD09470 
TERM? = -CP*1ENF&CTS HYD00480 
IF(IGVET.EO, 1) TERM2 = TERM2 lot HYD05490 
TFRM3 = -EVAL*EVE*TEMP'DSFS HYDC550n
 
FILE 1635TE57 SSSCSN- A *** GCODARC'SFACE FLIGIT CEICIEF *
 
C IF( F-AJ)TEPM2±=TEP.3* .25 	 H-"r05510 
t
TFRM4 = TE *(TTCE-rG-) HYD05520 
TERP45 = -FC(NLAYPI *NFOGAN HYD055 O 
DENOi = SDAY4CZF-/UTC3 + DRAD - TEN 4 TFNF*EDV*(CF/(DFAW4EDV)+ HY005540 
I EVAL*EVEtDSCC-/,CvACO*EdV)) - HYO05550 
PAOTVmt l-S(JI ) HYD05560 
GT(J, I)=TC4(CACTRt+TERM2+1ERM3+7ERW43/CEN? HYD05570 
IF GT(J,I) .GT4 100) GC TO 77'5 HYD05580 
WRITE (EE70) J. I,T(JI) HYD05590 
WRITFi (e,774) JI,(TL(L),L=lNLAY),1LF(CrLAYFI),TG HYDO5tO00
 
t7) FCuMAT( 10X.t1*t** J HLtt**,21EEI5.7/






C SAVE EVAPURATIEN. SENSIeLE FEAT FLUX. AI' CCNCUCTIEN 	 FYD05640
 
C THRCUGH SEA ICEfLY/CAY) HYD05650 
VCI ., : )=-IEFN HYD05660 
V( I,4,N3)=-TEFN2 HYDCbb7O 
vt.,W=TEFP4 HYDZ56SO 







V([.e8P2) = TERM4/DENCIM 	 HYD05730 
T(192,22) TEPMS/DENOM 	 HYD05740
 










c 	 HYD05250 
SNFLX=TERPLE1.94444444444E-04 
-HYD05860 
StFLX=-S FLX" HYD05870 
RACTRM=SFS(J 1) HYD05880 
fNIT=RACTPMA*fSA444444444E-04 HYD05890 
ETFLX=T ERMJ4E4444'44 HYDCS900* 4E-04 
ETrLX=-ETFLX HYDC3910 
TF([UCCAN)ETFLX=V({I 3M3)t6.q44 4A44444E-C4 'HYD05020 
IF(OCEA )SNFLXV(I,4,w3)*(*q4i444144E-C4 HYD05930 












2553 	RIN=O , HYD06030 
SNFAL=O* HYDO060O 
F tFE7= , HYDOC050 
FILE I635TEST SSSrSN A ** GCDDASO SPACE FLIGHT CEtIEF * 
RUNOFF=!* HYD06O6O 




C NEW HY006110 
C NEW HYD06120 
c HYD06130 
IF(OCEANbCO TO 26E0 HYD06140 
C HYD06150 
TG=GT( J. I) 
IF(TCTALP.LTo.0)TOTALP=O..
IF(TLE(NLAYPI),LETICE)SNFAL=TCIALF *Irc 
TF(TLE(NLAYPI).CT.TICE) RAIN=C'ILF *lCC* 











SKP='SNP -ESCT HYDO6240 
IF(SNRI.LE 0 60n CC TO 2650 
IF(SNR.LE.O.) CO TC 26C0 














SOIL NOISTURE ANC FREEZINC HYD06350HYD06360 
HYD06370 
C SNfW COVERED LPNC HYD0633O 
C HYDO 390 
C HYD06400 
C NEW HYD06410 
2600 CCNTtNUE HYD06420 
WETPWET+{RAINE4ELT)/WGM HYD06430 
RUNOFF=MAX1(0C lsE1R-I*) HYD06440 
kETQ=WETR-RUstFF 
CC TO 2E3C 
HYDOe4SO 
HYD06460 
C. NEW HYDO0470 
C HYDO(t480 
C SNOW FPEE LANE HYDO&490 
C HYDO6SO0 
2650 SNR=O, HYDOE-510 
IF(ICE)CC TO 2670 HYD06520 






























IF(WETFl.-T I .)'AETr=Is 
HYD066q0
HYDn6700 


















IF(WIP.LT.0.)WIFC. HYD0679O HYD06800 
C 






t C ICE HYD06840 
cC ICE HYD0850)HYDD6H60 
C HYD06870 
C HYD068O 
GC TO 2ECc HYD0 6890 
2670 TGR=AMI 
WETR=I* 
I (TG9,TICE) HYDO6g900 
HYD06910 
26eC IF(IGVET.CE. 01) CT(Jl) =.TGR 
IF(WIRCT.,0 .ANC.'IR,LT.WETR) CT(J.1) 
SNR = ANINt(SNF,3C.0)






1F( IGVET.CE * 2'1) GA(J I ) = FLCAI(I SN) 
C**t*tSAVE GRCUNO AETNESSRUNOFFSMELT 
4 C.50INEIf HYD06960 
HYD06970 
T(I,1,M2) = CW(JI) HYDO69O 
T(I,2,M) = SMELT 
T(I.3,M=) = FUNCFF 
T(I,4,M ) = CT(JI) 







IFf nSURFF.LT ..C2)1GM=TGM+C HYD07040 
IF(TGNLT*-2!0,)TCN=GT(JI)
TFMN=4a*G%(J ) HYD07050 HYO07060 
XRS=RHS HYD0707O 
PCTALP=FA IN I-IYD07080 
GWSWCHAMIND( (T AL-TAU IGSW)/GS. )7LT..CCCI HYDC709C 
IF(OCNFAN)GWSlCl-,FALSE,
IF(JLElf )GWSfAH=.FALSE. 




IF(lIGE.48) GWSCF=.FALSE* HYDC7130 
IFTGWSWCHANO(I/ITC ITCoEOII GO TC Ee5 tKD,(J-14tI])/I3C ITC.EO.J+ITC-1 HYD07150HYD07150 
FILE 	 I635TEST SSSCSN A ' GCODDARD 'SPACE FLICHT CEt'TEF **
 
IF(TAU.EO.TAUI.ANCI.G-E.I-.AND, I.LE.22.ANC.J.CE.31 .AND.JLEe36) HYD07160 
I CC TC FOE5 HYD07170 
GC TO C6E5 HYDO0?i80 
8055 CCNTINUE 	 HYD07190
 
C 	 CFANGED UNITS CF PREVAP(MW/HOUr TC CW/FALF I-CUR EY DIVD EY 20 I0/IHYD07200 
PFEVAP=PjEVAF/2C. HYD0721 0 
WRITE(6,. 1 ) J, I GW(JsI),GT(J,I) CIALFFUNCFFFEVAPPBTA2, HYD07220 
tECAR,FILTF,EEFACTRHOS,DRRNQSSH'DAM CSISPLANI ,FCCI,RCFIG'A,CTSIHYDO7230 
?551 FCRMAT(IX,213,2XS(Elt,4.2X)/I,0X,g(EI I4,2X)) HYDC7240 
2555 FCRMATC///,3X.'J I WETNE5S/RHCS CFIENF/DRRN FCIALP/CSS FUNCFHYDOT2O 









C ***** CROUNC ETNES5 SECTICO-ENCS *$*t* HYD07310 
C HYD07320. 
c HYDO73YO 
CA TOTAL HEATING AhD MPrISTURF ADJLSIMENT HYD07340 
rC 520 L=I,NLAY HYDC?350 
SH(I.L.KCENT) = S-L(L) HYD0746C 
C SAVE CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE FROM SOLAR FPCIVTICN FEATItC HYD07370 
T(I,LI1) = AS(L)*COE(L) HYD073RO 
C SAVE CHANCE IN TEMPERATURE FRCM LCNG-%AVE FPCIATICN FEATING HYD07390 
SH(I,LMI) = (F'(L4I)-RE(L))*CCE(L) HYD07400. 
520 T(1,L,KCENT) = TL(L)+(AStL)4RE(L41)-REIL))*CCECL) HYD7410 
TS(J, I)=TLE(NLAYPI) HYD07420 
SDOT(J, I, 1) = AfIUI(SDOT(J, I, ),IS(J* 1)) HYDC7430. 







O*=M 4 1 	 DM100010 










UU7?ION 	 - "OLME00070 
*; 	 PLE (10) , TLE(10), RH (10) ,TH (13) ,DSIG (10),SHL(10), OLM00080
 
I 	 SdtuL.( iU),{E (1U),ih(t,14,4) , r(-0J, ­
GT(08,14) ,SHS(081'4),TL (10), OLm00100 
* 	 b~~~LdM)U(Ud, 14) , TS (08i' 14) , G;W Q(i, 14) RU0K (U8, 14), 3PUTO 
TWR (10) ,SIGE (10) ,SIG(10) 	 OLM00120
 





-. 	 OLM00140 
N-Hu ,CZb,DTUTE13ETT I,T EMZ,TERM3, 4-,T7FYT - ,-ADTR-' 'O"M'0D150" 
* 	 SNFAL,RAIN,OVER,WETR,WFT,TAU,WMAG,TE OLM00160 
DIMENSION PLTGTC(200) ,PLTGT (200) ,PLTGWC (20D) ,PLTGW (200), OLM00170 
- 1 PLTSHL (200),PLSHE (200) ,PLTX (200), PLTTS (200),_ OLMOO 180 
2 PLTPE(200) ,PLTAE(200) ,PLTEVE (200),PLIRGS (200), 01M00190 
3 PLEGCM (200) ,PLT9TG (200).PAEGO (200) 0LM002,0 
LOSICALI*1 STAR/'*'/,PLUS/'+'/,POUND/'#'/, CROSS/'X'/,PBfIOD/'.'/ OLM00210 
LOGICAL OCEAN,SNOWICELAND,MIXWIFROSTGCM 01.00220 
LOGICAL UCLA,UCNI,UCNII,UCDJJAASSIM,TINPT,VALBFG 0LM00230 
LOGI.CAL WETCELAVCELLSDRYCEL,LOG8,UCLAVWJVRP4,GDH 0L M00240 
REAL*4 KAPA OLM00250
 
INTEGER*2 SLBEDO - .. LM00260
...... ­
QSAT(X,Y) = .622*(10.**(9.4051-2353./X))/Y OLM00270C 	 OLM00 280 
C 	 RZVISED MODEL STARTED 1/78 0OL400290 













C A SET ODEL LOGICAL PARAMETERS ....... 0.M00360
 
















C TINPT:TRUE IF SURFACE WD SPEED INFO IS AVAILABLE OLM00500 





C LOGS TRUE, OLM WILL BEAD AND USE TAPE VARIABLES, OLM0O556 

























_ -_ ----- 01A40 6 
C OLM00700 
B PROGRAM CONSTANTS .. O071C 
C OLM03720NLAY =- - .. . . ...oL 007'3o 
NLAYP1 = NLAY + 1 0LM00740 
JmW 0t0o6 
JMAX=8 O___LM100760 













































LOOP PARAM TFPS FOR 


























GRAY = 9.9 









TT D = 432. 0LM01160 
HIC? = 	300. OLM01 170
























IF(ASSTM) NHOGAN=1 OLM01300 







C 	 B DATA SPECIFICATION FOE INITIAL RUNS O,M01340
 
co C OLM01350 





vg-- ---- .0LM01390 
IGVET=23 otM01L00






---. .. . .. . ... ... ... . ..... ... ....... ...... .. 1O4011430
 
C C Z7ITIDL7ZATION CF CELL VMRIABLES OLM01440
 
C . .. O01450
 
C PO=l: OCEAN, 2:LOAMY SOIL, 3:SANDY SOiL OL01460
 
'RTDf5;t-T- ( TKU-uT)7JB18) -E=11) -..------ OL01470 
C SLBFDO 	FOR JULY 1527ALBD BUT GCM TAPF USDl4 FOR LANOLM01480
 
RFAD(5,14 6) ((SLBDO(JI) ,J=1,8),i=1,14) 0 M01490­
- BUT FOB THR2E' TST CELLS IT EEADS PHTS ARRAY 0LM01500 
C SER TOPOG PRINT OUT OLM01510 
EAD_(5l45) ( (PHIS ()I , 1_14) _. 	 0.L01520 








128 CONTNU . .o01560 
iL FOPRNAT(8(F'.5)) 
146 FORMAT L8 (12) ) .................. 
1U7 FORMT(18,8(F9.3)) 
READ(20) SLBEDOPHISTOPOG 
D SET SUMS FOE ALL AVERAGES TO 0.A V G T9. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. ... . 
.......-

























c 95 F oJ MA (9._!26_ (557BI__) ............. On 017tOQLM01760 
c_........ 






























C - - 0L 01940 
--------------------------------------------------- c TS,TLE,PLS OLM01950
 
C 0LM01960 
c- 44*****4********4********** GTy,P ,TS,'SHS,O01 01970 
C 0LK01980 
ti; OZNw EQUIVALENT NOFE1AM1  OLM101990 
C OLM02000 
C OLM02020 
NOTE1 TT~f ~4X f~ l--WS-P1C (7TT)TAP 0203l 
C TS(10,10) TS(8,1l) TSC(8,14)-' TAP? SURFACE TEMPEBATUROLM0200 
C GT(10,10) GT(8,14). GTC(8,14) TAPP GROUND TEMPERATUREOLM02060
 
C --- Wf -T7l) Gw( ,- w-v-) - AP ...... O ND-WET SS....... 02070
 
C UC(8,1,3) UC(8,1,3) TAPE X V1L COMPONENT(M/OL. 02080
 
C NOTr 2 NOTE 2 TCC8,1a,3) TAPP! LAYER TE.MPERATURE OLM02100
 
C TLE(10) TL-(10) STEP 7 T(L) OF INTER 1-1,0Lm02120 
-C - H-.STEP R-..2ELATI-VE HUfMIDt-Y b40c2130 
C PLR (10) PL-(10) STEP 4A PR OF INTEr FACE,LOL02140 
C TH (10) TH(10) STEP 7 POTENTIAL TEMPEflATOLM02150 
C DSIG(10) DSIG (10) PROG CONST.=I/NLY=.111111 OLM02160 
C SLBDO(1),10) SLBEDO(P,14) SPECIF ED EARTH ALBEDO FROMOLM02170 
C OLM02180 
CP............ NOTE 1: Pt & PIE SP1R?_FC'TE-D- ",N S-TE"P- A F'RO! "M'PC 0LM02190 
C NOTE 2 TL TS SP_,C-FIETD IN STEP LIB IF GCM :INPUT NOT AVAZLABOLM02200 
C 0LM02210 
c DO.ONF.C.LL FOE NOW. 10/22J77 0L02220_ M 
TF(WrTCEL) 11C=12 OLM02230 
!F(WETCWL) J1C=7 OLq02240 
I-F(AVCzLL) T 1C6 - 0L02250 
- IF(AVCELL) 1. 0L m02260JIC=3 .... 
IF(DYCL) 11C=4 0Lm02270 
- :F.B - ICL01C0M02280 
J3C=1 '- § OLm02290Z 3C =1 '"OL M0230 0 
12C=1 .. OLO2310 
J2C=J1C 0LM02320
 





 300 T.=:IC,12C,13C 	 011102350
 





C -... .. 0Lf02390
 
C G DO LOOP BEAD OLM02U00
 
FTARUGP.,)TSAD(O ) 	 OLM02410




c 	 OL10 O2430
 
-F (NCLL.EQ. 1) OLM02440 
1CALL SUOFWD (NLAY, NLAYM 1 ,JMP,LNCIhJP, JPP1,TINPT,ASSbIM) 0.LM02450 
C OLt102460 





2 T ( 5 .Y) OLM02510 
C OL02520 
C OLM02530 
C i OFFLINE INTERFACE CONST7D-RATIONS ILNO25a, 
C ......- OL 02550 
C INITIALIZE GW (J,1) WITH GWO (3,T) VALEJS OLM02560 
........ 

-	 L '02570 
ZF(IHH. -Q. 1) GW (J,I)=GWC (3,_) 	 OLM02580
•- ID .. B..S-_--DTATION NOT AVAILABLE lHOtM0259O 
IF(GTC(J,I) .LT. 2.) GTC(J,)=T TCE OLM02600 
GT (3JI)=GTC J,'- - --.. ..... OLM0261J 
TS (J,i)=TSC (J,) 0LM02620 
-	 -:rGB:ff~ra~dY;'f~zr~s~y----------------O0LM02630 
'Ir (LOGB) GT(J,I)=GTC(J,1) 	 0LM02640 
___................... O1 02650 
C J ZENITH ANGIE CALCULATION OLM02660 
C 	 . . . .. . . ........ 0LM02670 
!-US=-IM:NUS+1-1 0LM02680 
- Jts-J 3 TnVS+J ----------------....................... .. 0 4LM02690 
HACOS=COSD*COS(.?OT+ (lUS-i) *DLON) OLM02710 
" 	 crUS'z -SrUr-J-Sr*3,~r +-CUZTJUsy- O-.... - ... 0)LM02710 
Z =ABCOS (COSZ) OLM02720 
STWXA'=CO SIT*SYiT 9 2 US- 1) *DYZOR ) /SINh()OLM02730 
CHO[!=TOFDAY- (37. -1 US) *2L4./72. OLM02740 
.... C rR L.. .- -U-HTh .LM02750 O2-.. 
IF(NCELL.FQ.1) WRTF(6,152) COSZ,SINA,CHOUR OLM0276015ls2-orqATftO ,-'SOt-Rzwr -TH - -L ,Z-0Z--T, 12. , 5X, '-AZTIITTH ANGLE (+WOtLO0277O 
1,-s OF S), SINA = ',E12.4,07X,'OCAL CELL HOUR = ',F6.2) OLM02780 
-.. LM02790 
C ST?_P 3: SURFAC SPECIFICATIONS 	 OLM02890 
C 	 OLM02810 
C 3A SURFAC3 CONDTTION 	 OLM02820 
OLM02830 
OCEAN=TOPOG (J, . . GT. 1. 
_ ._ OLMQ2840. 
ICE=TOPOG(J,I) .LT.-9.9E5 OLM02850 
LAND=.NOT. (ICE.OR.OCEAN) 	 ... 0Q2860
 
!F(IHH.EQ.1) GO TO 54 OLn02870 
53 SNOW=LAND.AND.GWJ Tj.T. 1.O . . .. .. . OM02880 
IF(IGVET.Q.24) GO TO 52 0M202890 
SNOW = LAND.AND. (GW .GTG.0oO.SLBED0 (JJJ,_ 0LM029001G.4.0... 
IF(SNOW)GW(J,I)=AMAX1(10.5,GW(J,I)) OLM02910 
GO TO 52 0 L 0.Q029,20 
54 SRH=85.*GW(J,T) +15. OLM02930 
...-- TF(OK(J,1).EQ..LGO TO 55 .LM02940 
IF (ROK (J,T) .EQ.2.) GO TO Lla OLI02950 
_.hF( OtJ,) .fQ.3.) GO T 42 OLM02960 
44 	FC=.25 OLM02970 
PWP=. 10 OLM02980 
C 1=1.0 OLM02990 





GO TO 49 OL03040 
[2 	FC=.09 OLM0305)
 
PWP=. 025 	 0M03D60

=
 c I I. 0OLM03070
 








L9 GW(J,_=SEH*(FC*C1-PWP*C2)/1)0. +2WP*Z2 0LM03120
 
55 GW(dX) =GW (J,T)/2. 0LY103130
 
IF(OCE,AN) GW(J,I) =.5 	 OLM031UO
 
IF(IGVET.FQ.24) GO TO 21 	 OLM03150
 




C -RT-F T&K CMP12980 OLM03183
 
P7180 = PT/180. 0LM03190 
SNOWN=(60.-15.*COS(.9863*(JDAY-2.668)*PI180)) *P 180 - 0LM03230 
SNOIS=SNOWN-2.*PI/3. OLM03210 
JNP=46 0LM03220 
C IF (LAT(JUS) G:3SNOWN) GW (,7-) =GW (JI)+DNT( (tAT(JTYS) -SNO4N) / i (JNOJOLMO3230 
___Ot-L03240c *3 -SNOWW),*3.3L) 
C IF (LAT (JUS) . LP.SNOWS) GW (J,I)=GW(J,I) +INT( (EAT(JES)-SNOWS) /(L At(1) 0LM03250 
C *-SNOWS) *3.,4) 0LM03260 
GO TO 52-....... ..... . .... ...... . . O-M03270 
21 	IF(SLBEDO(J,I).LE.39) GO TO 52 OLM03280 
GW (J,I)- ........ OL03290 
IF(SLBEDO (J,).LT.70.) GW (JIfl1.0B03 +.5 OLM03300 
IFS BED ( ) =.- 3-+-.- .. Ot 03310-)LT.--5-)-GW(J-,) 
IF(ICB) GW(J,1) = 30.E03+.5 OLM33320 
TFAfIT" -LA vD.LD)- GW(I =-3 O0 03 +. 5 0LM03330 
SNOW = LAND.AND.GW(J,).GT.1.01 OLM03340 
"52 'yTr-'- .. .. . 0 M03350 
SLBEDO(J,!)=lU OLm03360 
TF(OCEAN) SLB'EDO(J3,.)=7. OLM03370 
SNOW = LAND.AND. (GW (J,I).GT.1.J.OR.SLBEDO (J,i).GE.40) 0Lm03380 
IFCSNbWOR.I)-SILBFtD-(JI) - -.-------- I... OLM03390 
56 RSUEF=.01*;SLBEDO(J,1) OL'03400 
--*....... T. fa.- .T TCI-T.-0-1.- --T -----............ 0 L 03410 
SNOTEB=SQiT((GW(J,I)-.5)/1000.) 0LiM03420 
. -.-..----- 5- .. O M03U30.
IF(SNOTFM.LT.1.) FSURF=RSUJF+.01*SLBEDO(J,I)*(1 .-SNOTM) OLM03440 
-, - i-( R w.FT-y--- - - - .. OLMO3450 
66 WET=AMIN1 (1., (ANOD(GW (J,1) ,1.)*2) ) OLM03460 
C IF VALBFG IS T MUST HAVE FOLLOWING CARD 11/2/77 oLm03173 
SNOW = LAND. AND_IGWJ_...0 P S. LBD_ (J4,h0IG 0) . .OLmO3"80 
LAND=LAND.AND..NOT.SNOW OLM03L90 
MIXWI=GT (J,!) .L?. 1. 1.AND. (LAND.OR.SN OW) OLM03500 
FROST=LAND.AND. (GT (J,I) .L..TC3) AND.. NOT.,MIXWI OLM03510
 
C .. I.",-,--,------. O.
0LM03520
 




IF(OCEAN. AND. (PIS (J,I) .BQ.0.)) Z=O. 	 OL?403550 








*IF (OCE.AN) TG=TOPOG(J,IL_ 0L--36--
TF(.NOT.OC-AN) TG=GT(,I) ... oM03610 
- IFQIXWI) TG=TICE OLM03620 
lF(.NOT.LAND) W8T=1.O 0LM03630 
C....... OLM03640 





WMAG=.5*SQRT F.D(J,) +FD +F (J,,:M:NC+.FD (qJ+1.mINC)) 0LM03680 
IF (OCEAN) CD=AM!N1 ((1. +.07*WAG) *. 001,.0025) OLM03690 
IF(.NOT.0CJAN CD= .002+.006*Z/5J00. OLM03700 
C OLM03710
 




IF(GDH.AND..NOT.OCFAN) CDCD*2. . OLM037U0 
GO TO 72 0LM03750 
21 CD=.0032*(1.+3._*Z/5-0).) ......... 	 OL103760
CD=./(ALOG(1.)hrp!F(OCEAN) 6/(5.56/AAX1 (1.,WMAG)-.98U+ 	 4LM03770 
1 .. 00687*w AG*WMAG)-)) **2 .0LM03780 
72 CONTINUE 0LM03790 
c 	 OLm03900
 




* C 4A PBESSU S 	 OLM03840 
IC--------------------	 OLM03850 
SP=PC(J,I) 860-L103 
7"PC --P-TPO-? -" -P -(Jt) =P 	 0Lt103870(J-,t)-
C P (J,1) =PTROP+SG (NIAY) *PT OLM03880 
C~~~~ ~ ~ ~ RSPt03+T50PSPTO)P~ 	 ~ ~ O MJ 8'b 
C PS=SP+PTROP=PLE(NLAY+1) OLI03900 
DO 30 L=1,NLAY OL?0-3910 
PL (L)=SIG (L)*SP+PTHOP OLM03920 
....(.. I) *SP+PTROP-GE  

30 PLK(L)= PL(L)**KAPA OLM03940
 




-- -- 4B TEMP7ATURES AND CONVM-Ic-T -IV- SENT '0t -OT9 70-
C 0 LM03980 
DO J L=i ,NLAY -0THF3-9U 
NC=L-6 OL04000 
-
. (L.L.b) Xt(1=NC(d,1,1) C (dL) -TC(JLT,-T)( N2TFT . '1r0-T

35 	IF(L.GE.7) TL(L)=TC(J,,NC) OLM04020 
±Y(GCM) GO TO 4-1 OTMlV-fO-
DO 40 N=1,3 OLN~aoqo 
D4 L=Z ,NLAY uL-M01d50 
LW1=L-1 	 OLN04060
 
- (TLt (L-/i)i LKL-Il .S. /LGO TO 40 O Ro0 407O 
THPTA=(TL (L41) *DSIG (L1) +TL (I) *DSIG (L) /(PLK (LM1) *DSIG(L m1) + OLM04080 
F LK (L.) 'XDS±U ..-..­t(.)) 0-L.04-0"90
 
TL (L-1) =THETA*PLK (L-1) OLM04100
 
XL (t) = THT '&'J9LK(L) . -OL-01 0 
40 TH(L-1) =TL (L-1)/PLK(L-1) 004 120 
4I TH (NLAY) =TL (NLAY) /PLK (NLAY) 0LM04130 
c 	
.. ... L 04 140 
C 4C MOISTURE VA- IABLES OM04150 
DO 50 L=I.NLAY 0LM0_4160 
NC=L-6 OLM04170 
IF(L.LE,.6) SHL(L)Z=SHC(J,.1)-(SHC(JI,2)-SHC(J,I, 1)*(NLAY-2-J O0.04_180_ 
IF(L.GE.7) SHL(L)=SHC(J,I,N-) OLM04190 
IF(SHL(L)..0.) SHI (1)=0. OLM04200 
50 CONTINUE OLM04210 
IFtJ GO TO 175 OL04220C 	 OLM04230
 
CSTEP 5 	 oLmO4240O
 
C VERTICAL DIFFUSION OF HEAT AND M0ISTtJRE(AIR-EARTH OL1404250
 







DO 80 L=LMIN,NLAY 
LM1=L-1 
DTETA=(TH (1M)-TH(L))* (PLK(LM1) +PLK (1)) *.5 
DZUP=SP*DSIG (LM1)*RGAS*TL (LN1) / (PL (Li1) *GRAVL 











TL(LN1)=T1(LM1) +FLE/DSIG(LM11) OLM04 370 
TL(L=TL ()-FLf/DSIG (L) OLM04380 
TH (LM) TL (LM1)/PLK(L1) 0LM04390 
TH (L) =TL (L) /PLK (L) OLM04400 
DSH=SHL (1,11) -SHL (L) OLM04410 
ELE=-2. *EDLE*DSH*TEMP OLM04420 
SHL(LM1)=SHL (LM1) +ELE/DSIG (LM1) OLM04430 
8) SHL (L)=SHL (L)-ELE/DSIG (1) .. ..... OLM04440 
175 CONTINUE 004 450 
C OLm4460 
0' C STEP 6: RELATIVE HUMIDITY OLM04470 
C 0LM04480 
DO 90 L=7,NLAY OLM04490 
TEMP=QSAT (TL (L),PL(L)) OLM04500 
93 RH (L)=SHL (1)/TEMP 0 LM04510 
C 
IPR= 1 0L1404520 01404530 
I?(NCBLL. EQ. 1.AND.IHH.SQ.1) OLM04540 
* CALL RITE (IWRS,I,J,IHH,HOUR,TPR, 0L100550 
*UCLA,UCNI,UCNJJA,UCNII,E2C,2CIMX,JMAX,IM4NUS,JMINUS,NMONTH) OLM04560 
C STEP 7: DETERMINATION OF SURF TENP OLM04580 
C 0L404-590 
C A INITIALIZATION OLM04600 
TLE (NLAYP1) =TS (J,)
PS=PLE(NLAY+1) 
.... ... .. 0- 0620 
OLM04630 
PSK=PS**KAPA OLM04640 
THG = TS(J,7, )/PSK 'LMO@65O 
C 0LM04660 
CB RH SCALEThi6Ih 
RHS=0. 
I F(WET+RH (NLAY) .NE.O) RHS=2.*WET*EH(NiLAY) 
C 





IF(DTS. LT.U.) DRAW=CD*WMAG (WAG*WMAG) /( 
C 





ZLNCO = .5*DSIG(NLAY)*RGAS/GRAV 













C E ORIGINAL FORMULATION FROM TSANG S KARN 
c 





FORIG=EDNSZLN = ZLNCO*TLE (NlAYP1)*SP/PS
NEW FDNS FORMULATION 
. (1/30/78) . 
C 



























C TH(9) GT THG THE FOLLOWtNG EDNS PREDICTION IS BAOLm14930 
!F(TH(9).GT.THG) EDNS=rORtG OLM04940c ...... 4 950
 
EDV=FDNS/ZLN OLm04960 









IF(LAND.AND..NOT. SNOW) GO TO 7T034 -OLmO5050 
. GO TO 7235 0LM05060
 
A 703a CONTINUE OL.0507o 
i _ OLM05080c ­
c F EVAPORATION SCALING FACTOR OL-M05090 
1 C OLM05100 
IF(UCNI) EVE=AMIWN(.,(WET-PWP*C2)/(FCOC1-PWP*C1)) OLM05110 
TEMP=2. *GWC(J,I) OLM05120 
IF(UCLA) EVE=AMINI(.,2.*TTMP) Of-05130 
PLANT=AMINI1( 1.,COSZ/.2588) OLM05140 




77-- CONTINUE "- J--517d 
GO TO 7236 0LM05180 
7237 EVE=1.0 •O-Lfo-1 go­
7236 EVACO=EVE*DRAW 0LM05200 
WVACO=A4AX1 (EVACO, 1.E-40) 0LM05210 






----- GAMC=ZLN*RHS*9.8* (1.- (1.+CLH*TEMP/KAPA) /1.+GA ifl-&E7 (btMO525d 
TLE(NLAYP)))*KAPA/RGAS 0LM05260 
TLI (NLA) = (DRAWTGTDV*(TH (NLAY) *PSK-GAMC) ) / (DRArWClET'T f .f5W27O0 
SHLE (NL AYP1) =(EVACO*SHG+EDV*SHL (NLAY)) /(EVACO+EDV) OLM05280 
SH5ATS=QSAT (TLA (NLAYPI) ,PS) - -Ln,-02-9t 
IF(SHLE(NLAYP1) .LE.SHSATS) GO TO 7121 0Lm05300 
G~c~=Ua1F~c9'5iA~sTht(Nlf~l~l2 - - OE405310 
TEMP= (SHLE(NLAYP1)-SHSATS)/(1+GAMS) 
TLS (tLAYe'I=T)±L (NLAXI? I) T Ttp11PfCLh 
OLM05320 
- 0?M05330 
SHLE(NLAYP1) = SHLE(NLAYP1) -TEMP OLM05340 
71zrdusPs/A5IT± (IAn9']i,, -OlM5350-
C 0LM05360 
G E'UTJNT±AL fVAPUdAT±UN(..... .. -fDL-05370 
C 0LM05380 
vz11tiv V= paV.IIua Ivi.-10uU(*-MbA1T' i) -. 5 HtLF (tAYI79IP 36t ~ Dtfl 53'90 
IF(PREVAP.LE.O..AND.EVE.LT..999) GO TO 
- -C .... 7237 OLm05400OLM0541I0 
C 
-- _ _ _ _. 








WETGCM=GWC(J,I) *2. O 5460 
EVCM=AMINi(I;,2.*WETGCM) OLM05470 SGCM=QSAT (T,PS) OLM05480
 
IF(DGCM.GE.0.) DRCM=CD* (WMAG+SQRT(DGCM)) OLM05490 
IF(DGCM.LT.0.) DRCM=CD*WMAG*(WMAG*W.MAG)/((WMAG*WMAG)-7.*DGCM) OLM05500 -
EVACOG=EVCMDRCM 0LM05510 









C STEP 8A: OLM05560
 











ha FSURF=COEFS*RHOS*DEA W/SP OLM0563O 
TL(NLAY)=TL (NLAY)+FSUBF*DTS 0LM05640 
TH (NLAY)=TL (NLAY) /PLK (NLAY) 0LM05650 
SAVSHL=SHL (NLAY) _ OM0560 
SHL (NLAY)=SHL (NLAY)+FSURF*EVE*DSHS OLM05670 
C SAVSHL=SAVSHL/SHL (NLAY) oLmO5680 
IF(SHL(NLAY).LT.0.) SHL (NLAY)=0. OLM05690 
C OLM05700 
1PP=2 OLM05715 
CALL RITE(IWRSjIJcIHHHOU,.IPP OLM05720 
*UCLA,UCNI,UCNJJA,UCNII,12C,J2C,IMAX,JMAX,IMINUS,JMINUSMONTH) 0LM05730 
C ___ OLM05740 
C STFP 1U: GROUND UPDATE OF MOISTURE AND TEMPOLM05750 
C OLM05760 
WTSTO=WET ........ 0L205770 
1405 IF(OCEAN) GO TO 1490 -- -- OLM05780 
IF(SNOW) GO TO 1410 OLM05790 
LF(ICE) GO TO 1420 OLM0580O 
IF(FROST) GO TO 1'30 0Lm05810 
IF(MIXWI) GO TO 1440 0Lm05820 
EVAL=60O. a.M-05830 
IF(UCLA) CZH=((.386+.15*WET) * (i.+WET)*2.E-3*SDAY/TWOPI)**.5 .. OL05840 
-O To 1$50 	 -0L105850 
1410 	 fVAL=680. OLM05860 
CZH=2.3 . . ME0 587"0 
GO TO 1450 OLM05880 
1420 EVAL=680. 0YAO5 8-0 
CZH=5.1 OLM05900 
GO TO 1450 * O.,OS-5O 
1430 EVAL=680. 0LM05920 
Cz=sQRT( (.331+. 075*WET) (2.+2.5WET) 1.E-3*SD Y/TWOP:) O-)S hd' 
GO TO 1450 OLmO59'40 
1440 EVAL=680. 0LM05950 
C OLM05960 
C A WI CALCULATION OfLhO5-970 
C __OL105980 
WT=GT (J ,I) -fT- 09gg9 
1445 CZH=SQRT((.276+(.11 +.15*WET)*(WET-.5*Wii))*(1.+W-ET-WI+1.25*wI)* OLM06000 
2.E-3*SDAY/TWTPT... OM06010 
1450 TEM=0. 0LM06020 
--- ETWTSTO .0LM06030 
WT=GT (J,I) O L 0M 06040 
C B GROUND TEMPFRATURE UPDATE 	 OLM06060
 
















C TERMI = SG*NHOGAN 	 0LM06150
 
TEPM2 = -CP*TEMP*DTS 0LM06160 
TERM3 = -EVAL*EVE*TEMP*DSHS 0LM06170 
- TEEM4= TFN1L(TyCE-TG)_ 0LM06180 
C 	 OLM06190 
C FMIS=. 9 .. OLM06200 
C T 5E(NLAYP1)=(1.17E-7*TG**4)*MIS 0L1406210 
C TER MI =R, (NLAYY1 NtOGAj -0LM36220
 
-	 DENOM = SDAY*CZH/DTC3 + DEAD + TEN MPf (CP/DRAW+EDVI + OLMQ623Q, 
*EVAL*EVEB*DSQG/(EVACO+EDV) OLM06240 
SS (J,I)=fHSC (J,I)*NHOGAN 0LN06250 
C. 	 SHS(J,T) = SG-RE (NLAYP1I O0..M06260 
RADTR=SHS(J,I) 0LM36270 
I__ _ J,I) =TG+ (FADTRM+TP OLN06280CGT( M2+TERM3+ TEHN)/DENON 




IPR=4 	 ._ _OIM06320
 
C OLM06330 
CALL RITE (IWRSgJ,IHH,HOURIPR, __ _..L.m06340O_____ 
*UCLA,UCVI,UCNJJA,UCNII.2C,J2C,IMAX,JM4AX,-MNNUS,JMfNUS,MONTH) 0LM06350 
C om06360 
C ACTUAL EVAPORATION (CM/HH) O0LN6370 





-C D GROUNlD MOISTURE UPDATE 5Y 06"4f1
 
C OLM?06420 
WETR=WET 0.MO 6430. 
SNR=O. OLM06440 
WR=0. O i06450 
TGR=TG O_06_6 




SMELT= . - ".....m-0 6510 
FLDRK=O. oLM06520 
IDMNG:&U. fk6 0 
BUNOVV=0. 0106540{-C 	 U-fT47)06-5-W 
c_ 	 0ML06560
 
rf-O- ) GO T _8_.... ... bL 06570 
TGR=GT (J,I) oLMS06580 
TOTA LP=FLUXC (d,,37 006590 
C THEN RAIN INPUT WOULD BE IN CM/SAMPLE TIME OLM06600 
'-ASST[T! SFI(TZYJ,3) , P7-VW-2N MM/SAMPIL TIN-ME--. 0 66-0 
IF(TOTALP.LT..0)TOTALP=0. OLM06620 
P t- , -0 65.. . 
t (N AY, -FT L)r - M(6'3 
Pvm~IF (TLE (NLAYP1) . GT.TICEF) BAIN=TOTALP *100. OLM06640 
1"it = ±fftLX(GW(d,I)J 
-nhtMU66507 
SNR=FLOAT (ISNR)/1000.0 OLM06660 
­
irF(SNEl.LT. .Ut) ) SNff=U. 7arIM0660 
SNR1=SNR+SNFAL 00 OLM06680 
IF(SNRI1.LB.0.) GO TO 1850 "_ OM0670
 
Ll ; 4R b . GO TO I8bU 
IF(TGR.LE.TICE)GO TO 1830 0LM06720
 
bftI7TZH4* (TUNVIiR CBL) fSU. OO6 3 
SNELT=AMIN1(SMELT,SNR) G OLM06740 
T GihT G Y 6 U. 5 MNLsT/ ZH Orli7t 
SNR=SNR-SMELT 0LM06760 
IF(ICE) GO TO 1870 OLM06770OLM06780
 




____ 06_o__ ..... .. .. ."•. 

















.4 . __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _0 
. C 
.&-,tt,# C 2 SNOW FREE LAND OLM06890
2 C 90e, 

- 1850 SNR=0. 0LM06910
 







WET E T OLM06950
 
.. OVE =RA:N* (.1+. 9*WFT**I. 5) 01M06960
IUAIN.GT.0.) 

c MOISTURE CONTINUITY EQUATION 01M06970
 










I 5" . Zw 4tv.OLM070%' . IF (FROST) TGR=TGR +80. *ADDW/CZH OLM07020 .. .. 
W1=0-rIF(.NOT.MIXW3) OLM07030
 
IF (FROST) WI=WETR. LM07040 
-.4-, -,IF(.NOT.(MIXWI.OR. (FaOST.AND.TGR.GT.TICE).OR. 
1 TGR.LT.TICE)))GO TO 1880 
(TG.GT.TICE.AND. OLM07050 
OLM07060 
FREEZ=CZH*(TICE- T GR)/80./WCAS 
WlR=WI+FR'-oL 
IF(W!.GT.WETR)WIR=WETR 















___ _____ __ ____ ___ ___ __ __ __ __ ___ 




1880 IF(IGVET. GE. 10) GT(J,I) = TGR 
;__, IF(WIR.GT..0.AND.WIR.LT.WETR) GT(J,I) 
SNR = AMN1 (SNR,30.0) 
ISNR =FIX(AMAX1(0.,SNR)*1000.) 
IF(.NOT.LAND) GO TO 300 



















































11H2= IHH .0M07380 
CONTINUE 
PLTGTC(H2)=GTC(J,I) 1OTeIn­01M07400 
$~ ~ R 
-. ,5'UpZ~ 
....... 
I9;f M !- I*I 




PLTGW (I H2) =S HL (9) OLM07440
 
PLTSH- (IH2) =EDNSG OLM074560
 
=TPLT9TG (IH2) =TH (9) /THGPIT T(111) 
.jdPLTX (NIX~i)OLM07500O L07 .........
 




n~fi:..rT !F (UCLA) PREVAP= (E6DT/BVE 20. OM797-PLT PE (I H2) =PRAP/20.O OL M0753 0PLTAE (IH2) =E6DT0 
OLM 07520PLTEVE (IH2) =EVE 
0L0750
 
_.._, ... PLEGCM (H2)=EGCM 

LM07540PLIRGS (1H2) =TLE (0) 
OLM07550PATGO(IH2)=PLEGCM(IH2)/PLTAE(IH2) 
IF(l2.GT.95.AND.H2.LT.101) H2=IH2+070
GO TO 2553 OLM07570SIF(H2.GT.95.AND.H2.LT.101) 

0L1M07580
-2 " P TAB (1









' "A VG TC=A GTC/TEP ............ OLM07630 .....
0LM07640P-2 L/AVGW=AVGW/TEMP 
...0i 107550AOTS=A )TS/TEMP 2




c O M 767.. . . . ... W RIT3 (6,C2O57 1)007580 
OLM 90­2 00 CORMTN (607X,5TM E 

'SHLE(10) ,X,'SHL(9) ', OIM07700 






WRITE (6,2572(1) ,PUTS (I) PLIRGS(I) PLTGWC (), 0LM07780 
, . *P TGW (r) PLTSHL (), PLSH (I) ,PLTPE (),PLTAE (I),PLTEVE () ,PLE C ( O)L07"750...0LM07760
*2XPAEGO( )




27 FOAT(8X,13,2X,4 (F7.2,2X),2(F9.7,2X),2(F5.1,2X),4(F8.5,2X)F52) 0LM07780
 
-~I 41 N'LW79 
M0 7800
RNHH=NUH/. 0OL,01 
..- T--X-Vi-GT AVTSj)/..-25 0O7810T . 
VBOT=26 5. 007820 
VTOP=VhOT+50. -'-tM07830 
WFPTE(6,2564) AVGT,AVTS,AVGW,AVGTC,AVTSC,AVGWC OLM07840 
7-2564- FORMAT(/,13X,'AV GR TEMP = ',E10.,14X, I'AVSUBRFAC-BMP- ,0LM07850 
115X,'AV GR WETNESS = ,El10.4,/,3X,ASS:MILATION GR TFMP ',E1O.4,OLM07860
 
Z4T7TSS~fl~fl0 -WETNESOLPIOT7O7surrcTr'i=',TOTflS~m~l\IONGl 










-- 258PY-qR MaT(2u4X, ' INPU rr--r!-- ........
PER&q1. =-T.,r; A--- 1,-77) 0M07930 
CALL GRDPLT(NHHO.,RNHHVBOTVTOP ,PLTX,PLTTS,POUND,1,0) OLM079L0 




-PIAD -7 X, = IN PUT T',nX-1 Fu5 cxcErD-Ts .T (.,MA2U'2UUN) -- LM07970 
L" CALL GRDPLT(NHH,O.,RNHH,.200,250.,PLTX,PLTSHL,STAR,1,0) 0LM07980 
ALLUDFLTT(NHH,U., FNHH,.'UU, 1.1 ,TX,TPTT=O-T07;&D7-.... -OLM07990-
CALL GRDPLT(NHH,0.,RNHH,.000,250.,PLTX,PLSHE,PLUS,0,1) OLM08000 
WFUf F (o,z5 b) l:0 D-yon 
2585 FORMAT(18X,'PLUS = T & K EDNS', 5X,'STABS = NCAR EDNS WHEN 0LM08020 
**Ti(9)/THL4 IS LZSITHAI I.], UIISTABLvE 7f'M'G8CASE'///"/) "3O" 
CALL GRDPLT(NHH,O.,PNHH,-.05,0.20,PLTX,PLEGCM,PERIOD,1,d) 0LM08040
 




1 * N±T!!(6,Z59U) -....- OLMO8070 
2593 FOPMAT(20X, 'STABS = ACTUAL EVAP OLM08080 
*(CM/HH) ',5X,'PLUS = POTENTIAL !VAP(CM/HH)',/,20X,'PERIOD = ACTUAOLM08090 




WR:TB (6,2609) 0LM08130 
2609 FOPMAT (2-OX,'POUTND = EVAP SCALING FACTCR' ,5X,'PESIOD = AEGCM/AEOLM'0tLt08140 
_ _ _ __,////_ 3608160 
CALL GRDPLT(NHH,O.,RNHH,0.S.05.PLTXPLTGWC,STAR,,1O) 0LM08160 
CALL GRDPLT(NHH,0.,RNHH,0.,.05,PLTX,PLTGW,PLUS,0,1) 0LM08170
 
- WRITE (6,2605 ... .. .... DLM_08180 








DIMENSION LAT(46) ,DAYSPM (12) ,JMONTH(12) ,AM)NTH 12_O OLM08240 
COMMON PHIS(08,14) ,FD(08,14) ,TOPOG (08,14) ,SINL(46) ,COSL (46) OLM08250 
COMMON OLM08260 $ PC(8,14) ,TSC(8,14),SHSC(8,14) ,GTC (8,14) ,GWC(8,14), DLM08270 
$ UC(8,14,3) ,VC (8,14,3) ,TC (8,14,3) ,SHC (8,14,3).PLKIlO)LPLM.082 80 
$ SGC(8,1U),US(08,14),VS(08,14) 0LM08290 
COMMON OLM08300 
* PLE(10), TLE(10) , RH (10),TH (10) ,DSIG(10),SHL(10), OLM08310 
- SHLE(10) ,RE (10) ,SH (8, 14,3) ,PL(10), OLM08320 
* GT (08,14),SHS(08,14),TL (10), 	 0LM08330 
* 	 SLBEDO(08,14), TO,1l4) , GW(08,14) .ROK(.08g4), . .. L08340­
1WR (10) ,STGB (10) ,SIG(10) 0LMT08350 
b COMMON OLm08360
 
u .RHS,DTS,CD,EDV,ZLN 	 ,DRAW,PREVAP,PLANT,RVE,E6DT, OLM08370












C DATA AMONTH/'JANUAPY FEBRUAR!MAPCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY OLM08440 
C * AUGUST SEPTIBEROCTOBER NOVEMBERDECEMBER'/ OLM080650 
C JJA PUT COOMENTS ON ANONTH 10/22/77 OLM08460
 








TNTEGPR*2 SLBEDO 011085'10 
-FAL*4 LAT 0LM08520 
INTFX (XTAU) =INT (XTAU*XLNT+. 5) -OLM08540 










IF(IHH.GT.1) GO TO 211 LM08620 
C 	 . . .... 'Tht7M08630.. .. ... 

FJ!Q=. 5(JSP+JNP) 	 OLM08640 




DO 200 J=JSB,JNB 	 0..186-70 
200 	 LAT (J) =DLAT*(J-FJEQ) OLM08680 
LAT(JSP)=-.5*DPT 06-6910' 
LAT (JNP) =-LAT (JSP) OLM08700 
D-O 210 J=JSB,JNB CUM08710 
TEMP=LAT (J) OLM08720 
SINL (J) =SIN (TEMP) - 0LM08730 
t COSL(J)=COS(TEfP) OLM08740 
"-4 C WRITTE(6,30) J,LAT (J) ,STNL (J) ,COSL (J) OLM08750 
C 30 FORNAT(2X,'FOR J =t,,,5X,'LAT(J) = ',E12.4,5X, .OLM08760 
C 1 'SINL(J) = ',F12.4,5X,'COSL(J) = ',E12.4) OL.M 08770 
210 CONTINUE ................. OLM08780_ 
C OLM08790 
C 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 _0tM08800 
211 	DT=300. 0LM08810
 




IDTHE=INTFKIPDTHR) -- . - - ..-....... OjQj40 
12=INTFX (2't) OLM08850 
NSTEP=.5+TAU/DTHR 01 108860 
ITAU=NSTEP*TfDTHP OLM08870 
TAU=FLOAT (ITAU)_/ _XNT 0LM08880 
IDAY=ITAU/124 0..bLM08890 
TOFDAY=FLOAT (ITkAU-IDAY*_2U) /XNT .OL'08900 
ROT=2*PI*T0FDAY/24. 0LM08910 
I M=72 . ........ 01M08920 
DLON =2.*PT/IM 0LM08930 
C 	 _ _OLM089u0
 
WRITE (6,212) DTHR,IDTH ,NSTEP,ITA.U,flU,7I-Y,TOFDAY,OT,,DLON,IHH OLM08950 




'ZDAY = 46,! 01208970IT f - -<----.i6Ir~ = , Fl 2.3. 51X ,2 DAY= 'I Z6./6LMO 970 





SOLS=17 3. OLM09020 







C CALCULATE CALENDAP . . . 1090I7"( 
C _OLM09080 
JYFAB=1 + (TDAY+IDAYO-1)/DYSPY 0LM0900 
JDAY=IDAY+IDAYO-DAYSPY*(JYEAP-1) ft m110910  
J =O OL. 0M091 
DO 10 MONT=1,12 01M09120 
IF(JDAY.LE.J) GO TO 20 OL109150 
0LM091502) JDATM'=JDAY- (J-DAYSPM0(MONTH)) 0709160 
JMONTH(1) =ANONT4H(1 ,NONTH) . . .. .. 09170 





-- "2T3"-r-fl[-Trm-TrD-r5Ya--TrrI-- - " . .....- 011 0W2 1 0 
009220
 
"- 'tUIL ' -'{T. O.ITI. . .. . .. . . . - .- ..--- Ub 09230 
C OLM0920 
S- DTY-Mh'D -. OL09250 
SFASON= (FDAY-SOLS)/DAYSPY 0LM09260 
(FDA--Y-E EL) 7 y 
- - m9270..... .. - A P DUC - - - - . --.. OL 

DEC=DEZDMAXCOS(2.*Pt*SEASON) 01109280
IR"+S6TU+ N~TUU P I . b 2"L O. M09 290I V- 5 (Z . L).L' ) 
SIND=SIN(DC) _0LM09300 
.. ....... -sFO S- y). . . . . . .. .0OM 0 1 9310
 
IF(tHH.EQ.1) W!TQ(6,25) SIND,COSD 0LM09320
 
Z- OtIAT( /,5X, '5TDi--AT2775XTCOS-r ,TT2 .4. 0LN09-330 
C OLM09340 
--- k uG ( 'vtAD-tTr- nsTJ, .... OL 09350.AU ±NJ "u , p I. 
C 	 SFp TSANG AND KARN CODE LISTING PAGE A-23 0LM09360 
-
-I-- M A! Z I-0 --- .. . . 0IM09370 
C DID NOT INPUT INTO MODY;L AT TH-S TIME 10/29/77 0LM09380 




SUBROUTINE SURFWD(NLAY,NLAYM1,JMP,INC,IM,JP,JMPP ,TINPT, ASSIM) O md0930 
DIMENSION ZM(08,14) OLM09440 
COMON PHIS(08,14),FD (08,14),TOPOG(08,14) ,S!NL(46),COSL(46) OLM09450 
COMMON OLM09460 
$ 	 PC(8,14),TSC(8,14),SHSC(8,1U),GTC(8,14),GWC(8,14), 0OL 09470$ 	 UC(8,14,3),VC(8,14,3),TC(8,1U,3),SHC(8,14,jzPlK10y OM09S0 
$ SGC(8,14),US(08,14),VS(08,14) OLM09490 
COMMON ___OLM09500 
* 	 PLE (10), TLE (10) , RH (10) ,TH (10) ,DSIG (10) ,SHL (10) , 0L09510 
.* SHLE(10),RE(10),SH(8,14,3) ,PL(10), 0LM09520 
* GT(08,14) ,SHS(08,14) ,TL(10), 	 OLM09530 
* SLBEDO(08,814) , TSOLj)GW(08,1 _, __4).agljfgpe,1 	 DOL.M9540 
* IWF (10) ,SIGE(10) ,SIG(10) 	 -LM09550 
COMMON 	 ....OL..M_09560
 
* RHS,DTS,CD,EDV,ZLN,DRAW,PREVAP,PLANT,EVE,r6DT, OLM09570 
*RHOS,CZH,fDTRBETTRM1,TER.M2,TERM3,TERM4,TERM5, DENOMRADTRMJ OLMO9SSO 
* 	 SNFAL,BAIN,OVER,WETR,WETTAT,WMAG,ELE OLm09590 
LOGICAL OCEAN, SNOW, Cf, LAND ,MXW,OST .OLM09600 
LOGICAL G-SSJK,UCLA,UCNI,UCNII,UCJJA,ASSIM,TINPT OLM09610 
INTEGzR*2 SLBEDO O0LM09620 
C 	 OLM09630
 
C SURFACE WIND MAGNITUDE OL1109640 
-Th 0109650 
C CMS: " SUB WIND 0LM09660 
O dLM09670 
C NOTE FD(J,I) MUST BE CALCULATED AT ALL CELLS FOR 0LM09680 
C WMAG CALCULATION OLM09690 
IMIN=INC OLY09700 







Cf=FcI(I.-SIG (NLAYM1n)/(SG(NLAY)-SG (N Y ) 

CO-F2 = (SIG(NLAY)-1)/(S:G(NAY) 
-SI G (NLAYM1)t 

DO 10 i=IMIN,!NAX 

DO 10 J=JMTN,JMAX 






























PHIS (08,14) ,FD (08,14) TOPOG 
PC (8, 14) ,TSC (8, 14) ,SHSC (8,14) ,GTC (8, 14) ,GWC(8,1)", --- M09910UC(8,14,3),VC(8,14,3),TC(8,14,3),SHC(8,14,3),PLK(10),0LM09920 
SGC (8,14), US(08,1I),VS(08,T4- ... Oqp3 
0Lm09940 
PL(1O), TL,(10), RH(10),TH(1),DSIG(TflfSYWCTU),
SHLE(10) ,RE(10) ,SH(8,14,3) ,PL(10), OLM09960 
GT (JB,1i) , SHS -(10 ) , .. . o--ThTT'970 
SLBEDO(08,14), TS(08,14), GW(08,14),ROK(08,14), 
(10) 	 ,GLM09990"
 




z L- D..... 
*RHS,CZH,fDTRBFT,TERM1,TERM2,TER M3,TERN4,TERM5, DZNOM,RADTRM, 
SNFFA,TRATN,OV73R, WETR, WET,TAU, WMAG, 




INTEGF.*2 StLBEDO ---- ----
C 
C CMS: E SUB PRINT . 
C 
C 




























































__ _ _ 
PYRM1O=12C 
PARM1 1=J2C 
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 
PRINT CONTROL VARIABLES 














L M 280 
OLM10290 
OLM10300 
41 C INITIALIZED VARIABLES OLM10320 
C 
IF.(IPR.NE.1.O..NOT.PPIN) GO TO 305
I-
OLM103400LIM10350 
C INDEX'FOR CELL 
T1FJNINUS-l 













.23-T rtf--7V,-- ,'GI5S INDrX FOB CELL 
WITE(6,90) (I,1=1,NAX) 
K 2fC1AAXm+1 -: 
Do 1216 JJ=1,JtIAX 
_____-.' 










12117 --f1" -" 	 - OLM10530 
C 	 0L10540
 
w 7 ( , 2.... ) . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . 0 tt'0'55 0 
201 FORMAT(5X,//,38X, 'SURFACE ALBEDO FOR JULY, DSNAMP = 1527ALBD') OLI0560 





DO 	 20.1 X UL''I0590" 
W lTN(b ,e u ) .J, (SLBtHVU (tJ ,i) ,Lj= I T±LMAX) 	 O0tMTC61'O 
1203 CONTINUE OLM10620 
0-z.5OMAT ( 05 (Z4X ,T , 2,2WX) ))L 0"LN4D-63 0 
C OLM10640 
WHIT±' (6,207-- -	 - . UOLy fl650 
207 	 FORMAT( //,0X,'SURFACE ELEVATION(GEOPOTENT7AL HT) ') 0LM10660 
W (b 13 1 I) 1 , I A.) 0VWl1°0670 
J=JMAX+ 1 0LM10680 
. . ,0J T,* 	 02 110690o__.....1204 J
J=J-0 	 .0 0LM10700
 






209 	 FORMAT( //,4X,'TOPOG ARRAY FOR MIONTH = ',2) _0LM10750 
WRITE6,91) (!.!=,MAX) .g OLM10760 
J=JMAX+1 01,M10770 
. . DO 1206 JJ=1,JMAX 	 OLM1..
0780 
=J-1 OLM 13790 
WBIT (_L210) J,(TOPOG(J,I) ...... OLM10800 
1206 CONTINUIP OL!I10810 
210 FORMAT( 08 2XI3 1X_ 14 F7. 0,X 0LM10820 
.!C C 6t 6 iB5 6 3(d 0LM10840
* __ WB!TE(§._.,212) 	 0__108_0
 
212 FORMAT( //,43XtANITIAL SURFACE TEMPERATURE(K)') 0 10850 
........WRIT . . ............ 0L10860 
J=JMAX+ 1 0L110870 
DO 1207 JJ=1,JMAX 0LMI0880 
* 	 3-- 0LM10-890 
WRITE (6f,233) J, (TSC (Ji_= 1 ,MAX_ 0.OLM10910 





21l FORMAT( //,43X,'INITAL GROUND TEMPERATURE (K)_) 0LM10990 
WRTE(6,90) (I,I=1,IMAX) 0LM10950 
J=JMAX+ . OLM10960 
DO 1208 JJ=1,JMAX .. OL10970 
J=J-1 0OLM010980 





WRITE (6,216) 	 OLM11020 
216 FORMAT( //,43X,'INITIAL SURFACE PRESSURE(MB)') 	 OLM11030
 
WRITE(6,91) (I,I=1IMAX) 	 LM1104.0i 
J=JMAX+1 0L1t i 050 
DO 1209 JJ=1,JMAX 0LM11060 
J=J-1 .. . .OLM 11070 
WPZTE(6,218) J, (PC (JfI),I=1,IMAX) OLM11080 
4 1209 CONTINUE 0LM 090 
U'218 FORMAT( 8(2X,I3,1X,14(F7.1,1X) )) OLM11100 
C 0LM11110 
WRITE(6,205) OLM11120 
205 FORMAT(/,2X,38X,'TNITTAL GROUND WETNESS MATRIX (GWC)') OLM11130 
WRITE(6,91) (t,27=1,IMAX) OLM11140 
90 FORMAT(/,3X,'J i' ,1li(I3,5X)) 0LM11150 
91 FORMAT(/,3X,' J/I' ,1L$(13,5X)) OLM11160 
J=JMAX+ 1 	 . Ol1170-
DO 1213 JJ=1,JMAX 	 OLMI 1180
 
J=J-1 OLM 1190 
WPITE (6,203) J, (GWC (J,!) ,I=1,IMAX) OLM11200 
* 	1f210 CONTINUE .OM112I 0 
200 FORMAT( 08(2X,13,14(F7., l 1X)_L ____. -LM11220
-C -	 -6-91 12f3'0 
WEITP(6,237) 	 OLK11240
 237 	TFE3AT(//,45XISUBFACE SPECIFICATION',/,10X,'1: OCEA,,3, .otM1125d
 
l'2: LOAMY SOIL, ',3X,'3:SANDY SOIL,',4X,'4: ') 	 0ML11260
 
J=JMAX+ 1 OM11280 
DO T2 JJ=1,JMAX .. . 11290 
J=J-1 OLM11300 
SWTTv (672 3) J , (P(J = IFAX) .------.... '1-310 
1222 CONTINUR OLM11320
.1-a--"- 00 11330 
WPITE(6,236) 0LM11340 
.. 23-6--nwMrT7(, 34X, 'TIANFO 1ED GROUND WETNESS MATRIX(GW,--.S-CKLfl- 0--R1 350WFTTE (6,9 1) (1,I=1, IMAX) 0LM 11360 
J=JMAX-+T1. .. tW7370 
DO 1220 JJ=1,JMAX 0LM11380 
J=J-1 0LM11390 
WRITE (6,200) J, (GW(J,I) ,1=1,!MAX) OLM11400 
1220 CONTINUE OLM11£I0 
C 0LM11420 
WPITE(6,235) OLM11430 
235 FORMAT(//,45X,'WMAG COMPONENT FD(3D)) LM10l1440 
WRITE(6,90) (I, I=1, IMAX) O0M11450 
J=JMAX+1 
_ .. OLM1160 
DO 1221 JJ=1,JMAX OLM11170 
J=3-1 0L11.480 
4" WRrTE(6,233) J, (FD(J,I),I=1,IMAX) 0LM11490 
4" 1221 CONTINUE 
 0M11500
C .. . . OLM 11510 
IF(IHHi.EQ.1) WRITEP(6,240) ............ OLM11520 
IF(IHH.GT.1) WRITE(6,,221) 0-111530 
21t0 F0?RMAT(//,45X,'SUFFACE SPECIFIC HUMIDITY').. OL11540 
221 FORMAT( //,47X,'NET RADIATION(LY/DAY) ,) oM1155 0 
. ... WPITE (6,91) (I,T'7r=1, IM.AX) 
------------- 0 LM11560 
"J=JNAX+ 1 0LM11570 
S-DO 1211 JJ=1,JMAX OLM11580 
J=3-1 OLM11590 
IF(IHH.EQ.1) WRITE(6,22_3 3, (SHSC(J,II-1,IAX. 0LM11600 
T ? 1) J, 1)OL11610F(IHH. GT. WBTTE(6,218) (SHSC (,),I=,IMAX) 
1211 CONTINUE 0LM11620 
LL=0 OLM11630
 
- DO 229 L=1,3 0LM11640 
1L11+6 3M111659 
C OLM11 6 60 
WPITE(6,222) LL OLM11670 
222 FORMAT( //,45X,'X COMP OF VEL AT VFL',I2) 0LM11680
 








WFITET 233) J, (OC (J,IL) ,0=IMAX) 	 M1130 
1212 CONTINUE OLM11740 





224 FORMAT( //,45X,'Y COMP OF VEL AT LEVEL' ,2) 0M11780
 
WRITE(6,90) (r,I1,MAX) OLf 11790 
J=JMAX+I 0L2l1800 
DO 1213 3J=1,JMAX 01 0 
3=3-1 OLM11820 
. .. . E-(-6-v2 -3) C - . 1.LM 	 1-830 




WRITE(6,225) LL 	 0LM11860
 
225 FORMATr( /43X,'UJTFMr=rrrrrt-vn;r-	 ------ 01M11870WRTE(6,90) (O,I=1,IAX) 	 0LM11880 
- . . .--. 
_.. 	 . .. 01M11890 
DO 1214 JJ=1,JMAX OLM11900 
____=__ _- ....... . M1 1910 
WRITE(6,233) J,(TC(J,IL),I=1,IMAX) OLM11920 
------. -. 0VW'11030 
c OLMl1940 
.. . T6 2-29)-U - ..... 0LM1O.. 1950 
226 FORMAT( //,45X,'SPEC HUMIDITY AT LEVEL', 12) 	 0LM11960

rTT-6--- y-'rJm---. 









. . -.. - T B(6,22J) J -SX---,, l r7I,_-! l----............. .. OLM12010 
1215 CONTINUE OLM12020 
....-- 273" A( 0wcr-7,..r,-wrxFV)---------)-..... . 0LM12030 





.C .. f. _AEV_3ABLj.SS .......0L1208 
C 	 OLM120QQ 








* GO TO 320 0LM12140
 






490 FORMAT(/,04X, 'IRHS', 07X, 'DTS'07X, 'ELE,08XED 7Xt'ZLNi 0L12180
I 











C GPOUND TFRMPERATUPE CALCULATION VARIABLES OLM122U0O
 
.... 01 12250 






*.AND.PAPM13.EQ.PARM53) 0M12290 .. 
*GO TO 510 OLM12300 0 






595 FORMAT(6X, 'PHOS07X, 'DTS _8X ZH'. O7 XI OLM123u0
 
*IWMhAG 1,06X, 'TERM12,05X,'TI143', 06X, 'TERM4',06X,'TL(9)' 0OLM12350
 
-,06X, 'GT 0LM12360
'DENOM' 06X, 'RADTRM',06X, _) 









C 	 MOISTUE CONTINUITY EQ. VARIABLES 01112420
 
C 	. .. .. .. .OLM12&30
 








*GO TO 610 0LM12U80 
GO TO 695 .. Lf ­
610 CONTINUE M012500 
WRITE (6,690) O.LM12510 
690 FOBMAT(5X,'SNFAL', 05X,'RAI:NI,06X, 'OVER',06X,'PLANT', 0LM12520 
*0X,'POT-E',04X,'ACTUAL-E',OLX, 'WETE',O6X, 'WET', 0LM12530 
*7,'RH(9)',6X,'PL(9) , 6X,'SHL (9)') 0M12540 
WRITE(6,700) SNFAL,RAIN,OVE? ,PLANT,PREVAP,E6DT,WETR,WET, -- OL125o 
*RH(9) ,PL (9),SHL (9) ........ 0LM112560 
703 FORMAT(2X,11 (-F9.4,1X),//) - OLM12570 
695 CONTINUE OLF12580 
/-- LDR L t25 0/E XEC . 
C /DD 008 DSNAME=DJJA 0LM12600 
C /EXEC o tKT2610 
c 0LM12620 
J=PARM51 0LM12640
 
bt 61265'0
 
RETURN OLS12660
 
- -"-. nLM12670
 
